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Lieutenant Governor and SCSU graduate Joanne Benson is poised to conquer even
bigger challenges on the Minnesota politics fast track. See page one. Photo by Jim Altobell

sources center in its
bonding bill.
To the lieutenant
governor, a former
SCSU lab school
teacher and alumni director, passion for meeting problems head-on
comes naturally. Toillustrate, she is fond of
telling a story about a
lost little boy she encountered during a visit
to the State Fair years
ago. She went up to the
by Marsha Shoemaker
crying child and st arted asking questions
about his family and how they had become
separated. Her reassurances and concern
n an era of increasing
had stopped his tears and calmed his fears
long
before the boy's father arrived to claim
distrust of politicians,
him.
their methods and their
To her, it seemed incredible that no one
else had performed the simple act of stopmotives, Joanne Benson is
ping to talk to this child who clearly needed
helping to bring ·w elcome . aid. The boy became her symbol of all the
problems and all the issues people want
fresh air into the halls of
fixed but don't want to get their hands dirty
fixing. "It's the theme of the 'me-first' generMinnesota government. In
ation that moved away from responsibility:
just six years-first as a
If it's not our job, we don\ want to get i"nstate senator, now a·s lieu- volved," Benson said. "Well, I don't agree.
We' re all in this together."
tenant governor-she has
Benson believes that if citizens don't like
·what they see in their government and in
earned a reputation as an
their government officials, they have a duty
intelligent, passionate and to help change them. "We've come to a
point where the cynicism and frustration
sincere advocate for the
are high enough to expect change," she said.
issues state voters care
"But if those who complain keep blaming
most about. Many on both someone else for all the problems, it won't
work. I would like citizens and their governsides of the political aisle
ment officials to get on with bringing about
change together. We always get the governpredict she is destined for
ment we deserve, don't we?"
higher office.
Benson is giving more than lip service to
her
theories about citizen involvement in
"She's. a kind of a rare package in this day
government.
A year ago she started the Acand age," said Duane Benson, who in 1990
tive
Citizenship
Group, an organization she
was a leader in the Minnesota -Senate when
hopes
will
be
a
catalyst
for Minnesotans to
SCSU graduate and faculty member Joanne
consider
what
they
want
society and governBenson was. elected on the Independent Re- •
ment
to
be
like
and
how
to make them fit
publican ticket from her St. Cloud area disthose ideals. "Citizens must take a more actrict. "Quite surprisingly she is very tough,
tive part, instead of leaving it up to the meyet probably unmatched in human skills like
dia and government officials," she said.
listening and making people feel' good about
"People need to ask questions."
themselves." The two Bensons - no relation
Asking questions and getting involved
- formed a mutual respect and friendship.
has been a way of life for Benson. As she
In the Senate, Duane, now executive diwas growing up, she was exposed to the oprector of the Minnesota Business Partnereration of a small family business. In later
ship, found the woman he kiddingly reyears, she has been a wife, mother, volunferred to as his "little sister," to be a quick
teer, nontraditional college student, teacher
study. "She came in (to the Senate) with a
and
faculty and staff member at SCSU. She
small agenda focu sed on children and famicredits
this variety of roles for honing her
ly, but it quickly grew to include crime and
skill
at
stepping back from the intense work
the state's business climate, and continues
of
government
to see issues from all sides.
to grow to encompass education policy and
"I
have
the
ability
to pull people together to
other important issues."
tackle
problems
and
needs, to work towards
Her current boss, Gov. Arne Carlson,
a
common
goal,"
she
said
agrees. "No issue has been too big or small
Benson
has
her
own
clearly defined set of
for her to handle," Carlson said of his lieugoals
for
Minnesota's
future.
In five years,
tenant governor. "Joanne's 'extra' efforts she
would
like
to
see:
on behalf of violence prevention and criminal justice, and renewed citizenship and vol• educators, the business community and
unteerism - are building the foundation for
church and community groups working
an even better Minnesota as we head into
together to find alternatives for making
the next century."
education a growing vital activity, with
Benson helped build a foundation for a
more of the influence and power in the
better St. Cloud State University by sup· hands of parents;
porting her alma mater's new library. It was
e communities involved in peacemaking
largely due to her efforts that the 1996 Legrather than violence prevention, as well
islature approved $30.6 million if\ funding
as in healing and restoring trust among
for the new state-of-the-art learning recriminals, ',:ictims and society rather than

Benson
brings insight,
intensity .to
government
'J.

simply meting out punishment; and

Cover story/1

• citizens rethinking how they do things in
the workplace, with their families and in
organizations to effect change in society,
as well as getting involved with government to make their communities respectful, safe places in which to live.
Benson is attracting bipartisan at-· ·
tention with her efforts to encourage
citizen involvement. "People are concerned with what's happening to Minnesota," she said. "We can rest on our
laurels too long. Then it's difficult to
get back what we had. That's ;hy the ·
gover_nor was concerned about losing
the hockey. team, and why he fought
for Northwest Airlines and Fingerhut
- to keep Minnesota strong."
Part of her strength is leading by
example. When Benson and her son
started a no-cost, no-bureaucracy program to encourage state employees to
spend one lunch hour a week ·reading
to a child , she got involved. Every
week she reads to Latasha, a thirdgrader at the Riverfront/Saturn School.
When the governor asked her to
lead a violence prevention program, she initiated the Governor's Commission on Violent Crime, a program which has spawned a
government interagency violence prevention
task force and an intervention project to get
insurance companies and health care
providers involved in violence prevention.
"We need to be smarter about how we do
things," Benson said. "We need to evaluate
what government is doing, then figure out
what to discard or replace. We have a moral

Lieutenant Gov. Joanne Benson

"With her combination of experience, personal ideology
and personality, she is comfortable in all settings, whether
it is working through policy and financial details of our
legislative initiatives, greeting children visiting the Capitol,
or meeting with national and foreign dignitaries."
-Gov. Ame Carlson
imperative as well as a fiscal imperative to
do things better."
What Minnesota doesn't need, Benson
said, is voters who leave everything up to
their elected officials. Nor do they need
elected officials who aren't willing to get
their hands dirty solving society's problems.
"When I left the Senate, one of my colleagues asked to see the big ribbon-cutting
scissors in my drawer," she said. The governor can attest that his lieutenant governor
has been far more than a figurehead who
shows up only at official functions. "Joanne
certainly has brought both a 'can-do' attitude
and a vision for Minnesota's future to her
work as lieutenant governor," Carlson-said.
"She has been invaluable as a liaison with .
citizens and legislators, and is a tireless worker on behalf of our administration and all
Minnesotans. With her combination of experience, personal ideology and personality,
she is comfortable in all settings, whether it
is working through policy and financial details of our legislative initiatives, greeting
children visiting the Capitol, or meeting
with national and foreign dignitaries." 0
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Opatz book reprinted in
Japanese

Economic Impact of Worksite
Health Promotion, edited by Joe
Opatz, special assistant to the
president, has been translated
into Japanese and is being marketed in Japan. The original
hardcover version of the book,
published in 1994, has been
used as both a textbook and for
professionals. Japan is among
the 'nations showing an increasing interest in how corporations can foster better employee health via prevention.
Kellerman named
teacher of the year

r--

Debra Kay Kellerman, marketing and general business, received the North Central Business Educators Association's
"Collegiate Teacher of the
Year " award at a meeting held
Nov. 9 in Springfield, Ill.
Kellerman has more than
24 years of teaching experience
at the collegiate and secondary
levels and is active professionally as a member of the National Business Education Association, Minnesota Business
Educators Inc., the American
Vocational Association, the
Minnesota Vocational Association, Delta Pi Epsilon, Phi Delta
Kappa, Alpha Sigma Alpha
Delta Sigma Pi and Phi Beta
Lambda.
Other honors and awards
Kellerman has received include
being named "Outstanding
Post-secondary Business Educator of the Year" by the Minnesota Business Education Association Inc.; the "Distinguished Service Award" from
Delta Sigma Phi; and the "Outstanding Faculty Award" from

scsu.

Former Globetrotter
returns to SCSU
as admissions rep
When prospective St. Cloud
State University students meet
admissions representative Reggie Perkins, they're meeting a
man who took an unusual path
to a job at his alma mater.
Perkins spent the past few
years traveling the world as a
member of the Harlem Globetrotters. But he's traded basketball antics and a life on the road
for an opportunity to share his
enthusiasm about St. Cloud
State University. "This university, I felt, really gave me the opportunity to go out and succeed," Perkins said. "It prepared
me for the world."
Perkins graduated in 1990
with a bachelor of elective studies degree and memories of a
successful college basketball career as a Huskies point guard.
In the early '90s, he joined the
Globetrotters and did just that,
trotted around the globe.
"That was a wonderful time
for me," Perkins said. "I had an
opportunity to see a lot of the
world." But, he said, "it was just
time to make a career move.
The road was starting to take its
toll on me."
He started work at SCSU in
December. Perkins, 31, and his
wife, Myra, are expecting a
child in May.
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Former Harlem Globetrotter Reggie Perkins '90

U.S. Department of
Education funds historic
landscapes project
The project "Evaluation and
Study of Historical Landscapes"
has been funded as a European
Community/United States of
America Joint Consortium by
the U.S. Department of Education.
The project seeks, through an
international network of universities, to develop a new curriculum on historical human landscapes. Students will be prepared through a multidisciplinary curriculum that demon-

strates the organic connections
that exist between the history of
the landscape, environmental
features of an area, local history
and geography to preserve historical cultural landscapes.
Students,-faeulty-and those
working in the preservation and
use of historical sites will be
brought together in seminars,
conferences and fieldwork. The
academic cours work and colloquia will be matched with an intensive archaeological fieldwork
each summer in the Corinthia,
Greece. The focus of the summer program is the historic
landscape of the Corinthia.,
The participating institutions
are: SCSU; Ohio State University; Florida State l:Jniversity;lonian University, Corfu (Greece);
National Research Foundation,
Athens (Greece); Universite de
Paris IV (France); and Universite de Franch-Comte A Bescancon (France).
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DEE COPPOCK '64, St.
Cloud, has been elected
board member for the Gen•
tral Minnesota Association
of Life Underwriters. Dee is
an agent at State Farm Insurance in St. Cloud.
MARTIN FOSS '68, St.
Paul, was honored as 'WalMart Teacher of the Year'.
He is a teacher at Ramsey
Junior High School.

JI. ~10§
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. STEVE HAMMER '70,
Kimball, was elected to the
executive board of directors
of the Central Minnesota

Association of Life Under•
writers with the position of
national committee person.
Steve is in insurance sales
for Hammer & Associates
in St. Cloud.
ROBERT TRISKO '70,
Waite Park, and his wife
Helen were featured in a St.
Cloud Times article focusing on their unique business of a 'wearable sculptures' jewelry studio.
GENE FUNK '72, St.
Cloud, has been elected vice
president of the Central
Minnesota Association of
Life Underwriters. Gene is
an agent at Northwestern
Mutual Life in St. Cloud.

Winter 1997

Carlo Lachmansingh

'76
CARLO IACHMANSINGH ' 76, Minneapolis, re•
cently served on a panelwhich helped select recipi·
ents for the 1996 Presiden•
tial Rank Awards. The
award is presented to the

+
federal governments' top ex•
ect1tives. The final selection
of recipients is made by
President Clinton.
~NDY BURTZEL '77,
Cold Spring, joined the
staff at the Central Minnesota Health Center as
CPA, business manager.
JIM FORSTING '77, Rice,
was selected to be in the
1996-97 edition of "Who's
Who in Executives and Pto•
fessionals" . Jim is the director of Recovery Plus at St.
Cloud Hospital.
CINDY JENSEN
KENDALL '78, Manlius,
NY, graduated in May from
Syracuse University with a

Cart~r leads seminar for
Malaysian delegation
John Carter, environmental
and technological studies, led a
seminar this past summer for a
seven-man delegation from
Malaysia. The seminar was part of the
"Rakan Muda" educational project that the Malaysian government had requested from the
Experimental Aircraft Association. The participants were selected by the Malaysian government, each representing a different prov.ince of that cou°iltry.
The two-week seminar at
SCSU was arranged with the
help of the Center for Continuing Studies. In addition to their
official studies, the delegates got
their first experience on skates
at the National Hockey Center
and made a brief visit to the
Mall of America.

SCSU Alumni Board of Directors:
President: Lynne O sterman '86; President
elect: Gary Botzek ' 72, Secretary/freai;urer:
Brian Schoenborn ' 92 ; Board Mem be rs:
Bruce Adams '72 , '87, Tony Alfano '68,
Jim Anderson '49, '53, Bill Andruss '86,
Robert Bowen '93, Dave Broullette '93, Susan Childers ' 75, Bill Flanary ' 71 , Heidi
Freeman '86, Al Grewe '50, Deann Griebel
' 76 , G ary Kelsey ' 77 , David Kleis '89,
Melissa Krueger '92, Yusi Kumalo '94, Ryo
Miyagi '90, Jessica O stman '87, '92, Bob
Riggs '64, Rich Sharp '85, Mike Skillrud
'82, Carmon Watkins ' 85, ' 71 ; Ex-officio
Members: John Berling '57, Michael Con·
naughton, G. Richard Hogan, James Kelly,
Raymond Merritt, Dennis Nunes, Alice
Thomas, Jim Stigman '90

SCSU Foundation Board of Trustees:
Chair: Mary Ditlevson Choate '79; Vice
chair: Steve Nohava '74; Secretary: John
Leisen '61; Treasurer: Robert Hebeisen '63;
Board Members: Jack Amundson, Mabel
Cobom, larry Dom ' 64, Susan Ebersole,
Janese Evan s ' 79, '81, Roseanne Faber,
Kenton Frohrip, Karel Helgeson, Donald
Hess '65, Jeff Holmberg '75, Jim Janochoski
'84, Kurr Kalm ' 74, Robert Lindberg '62,
Thomas E. Miller '70, Altin Paulson, Gary
Petrucci ' 65 , Robert Riggs '64, Dennis
Rings muth '6 1, Janet Ritsche, Eugene
Storms, Warren Teigen , Colleen Thompson '86, Gordon Viere '75, James D. Wannigman '68, Donald Watkins, Susan Wiese
' 73, Frank Worrell '73.
Produced by the offices of Public Relations
and Publications, and Alumni and Founda,
tion at St. Cloud State U niversity, OUTLOOK is published three times per year
and distributed without charge to SCSU
alumni, faculty, friends and parents of currently enroll ed SCS U stude nts. OUTLOOK articles may be reproduced without
permission if appropriate credit is given.
Please notify the alumni office when you
change your add ress. Phone: (320) 2554241 , or write to: Alumni and Foundation
Center, St Cloud State University, 720 4th
Ave . So., St. Cloud , MN 56301 -4498 .
Households- of alumni may receive more
than one copy if children are enrolled.
SCSU is an affirmative action/ equal opportunity educator and employer.
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master of science in elemen•
tary education.
BETHANN HENGEN
NEYNABER '79, Scottsdale, Ariz., was highlighted
in the September 1996 'Profile of Success' in Today's
Arizona Woman magazine.
Beth Ann is the owner and
president of Solutions Unlimited, a company that
trains businesses how to
maintain effective communications with employees.
KIRKW. REILLY '79, fa
gan, was recently certified as
a Civil Trial Specialist by
the National Board of Trial
Advocacy. Kirk practices in
the areas of franchise, com-

mercial and personal injury
litigation at the law firm of
MacKall, Crounse &
Moore, PLC

]1~§0~§~
LORI GILLESPIE '80, '90,.
St. Cloud, has been promot•
ed to senior technical lead
advisor at Prudential in Plymouth, Minn. Lori and her
husband James have two
children, Caitlin age 8 and
Marissa age 5.
JUDITH MUNSCH HESSION '80, Jacksonville,
Aa.,is a 1996 graduate of
the University of North
Aorida with a master's in
human resource manage•

ment. She is currently the
human resources analyst at
Methodist Medical Center
in Jacksonville.
WENDY WROBEL
HEURUNG '81, Shore•
view, is completing her master of social work degree at
Augsburg College. Wendy's
husband ROBERT
HEURUNG '82, is a con•
troller/ CPA at Scherer
Bros. in Brooklyn Park. The
couple has two daughters.
MAJ. STEVEN J. PARKER
'81, Okinawa, Japan reported for duty with Headquar•
ters and Service Company,
III Marine Expeditionary
Force in Japan.

Moore named
to three--year
association term
Charles E. Moore, of SCSU's
educational administration and
leadership program, has been
appointed to a three-year term
on the National Association of
Secondary School Principals,
Committee of Professors of Secondary School Administration
and Supervision.
The seven-person committee
works on improving the preparation and development of secondary school principals and assistant principals and professors. Moore is representing
NASSP Region 4, which includes Michigan, Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota,
Wisconsin and Wyoming.
NASSP is the nation's largest
school leadership organization,
representing more than 41,000
middle level and high school
principals and assistant principals. It administers an array of
programs, including the National Honor Society and the National Alliance of High Schools.

Cultural center
opens in Atwood
Music, dance and many other
ceremonial events all helped
mark the opening of SCSU's
new student cultural center
inAtwood Memorial Center in
October.
The celebration was presented by members of the American
Indian, Black, Chicano/Latino,
Hmong and International student offices joined in to present
the program which was held in
the Atwood East Lounge and in
the cultural center itself, which
is located in the student organizations complex.
SCSU President Bruce
Grube began the event by mak. ing a presentation. Art objects
representing the various student
groups served by the center
were also on display.

Supervised by a certified mechanic, project participants got hands-on experience in aircraft inspection and maintenance at the St. Cloud airport~

"Volleyball-a-thon"
hosted by Marketing
Association
St. Cloud State University's
American Marketing Association will host the ninth annual
Muscular Dystrophy Associaton
Volleyball-a-thon from 6 p.m.
Jan. 31 to 8 a.m. Feb. 1 in
Halenbeck Hall South on the
campus.
The ev.ent will raise money
for the American Heart Association along with the Muscular
Dystrophy Association.
This event involves the campus as well as community businesses and members. "Our overall goals are to raise money for a
good cause and to increase community awareness about the
positive things that happen on
campus," said Paul Renslow,
vice president of promotional
events. Sara Kuehl, co-chair of
the Volleyball-a-thon, said,
"One thing I really enjoy about
the MDA Volleyball-a-thon is
that it's a nice feeling to be helping out the community and
have fun at the same time."
Team participants in the
event are required to solicit at
least $35. Each participant will
receive a freeT-shirt. Prize donations of coupons, gift certificates, lfats, CDs and so on will
be given away. There will be 36
teams, eight people per team.
The winning team will receive a
free private luxury box at the

Minnesota Timberwolves game
along with a free limo ride
there.
Some of the MDA Volleyballa-thon' s major sponsors are Bernick's Pepsi, Cub Foods,
Coborns, Land-O-lakes, Channel 5 and WJON. Most of the
money donated goes to research. One minute of research
costs $57. Last year, the event
raised $5,500.

Sinclair Lewis
collection grows
SCSU has purchased a collection of 261 letters written by
noted author Sinclair Lewis to
his on-again, off.again companion, Marcella Powers.
The letters, of particular interest to Lewis researchers, have
now been made available for the
public to read in University
Archives, located in Centennial
Hall. The letters, many of which
could be characterized as love
letters, are part of SCSU's
Lewis Family Papers Collection
which now totals abo_u t 38 linear feet. The university purchased these most recent letters
from Mary Branham, a resident
of the Southwest who inherited
them from Powers.
Researchers immediately began showing interest in the letters as word spread in research
circles that SCSU had purchased the collection.
Lewis, born in 1885 in Sauk
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lie accountant in.both IlliMARY ADELMAN '82,
Avon, an art director and
· nois and Minnesota, a
designer at Adelman Advermember of the steering
tising, assisted in the design
committee of the Buehler
and production of
YMCA and a member of
brochures receiving two
The Fairway Network in
bronze Awards at the NaChicago. •
tional Mature Media
JEAN M. ANDERSON,
Awards Program presented
M.D. '84, Eau Claire, Wis.,
by the Mature Market Reis a specialist in general insource Center. The
temal medicine at the
brochures were designed for
Midelfort Ciinic-Luther
Meridian Manor in WayzaCampus location of the
ta and Pacific Springs VilMayo Clinic in Eau Claire,
lage in Omaha, Neb.
Wis. Jean received her medLISA G. TRI-MBERGER
ical degree from the Univer'83 , Barrington, Ill., is an
sity of Minnesota Medical
audit parmer in the Chicago School in Minneapolis and
performed her residency in
office of Deloitte & T ouche
LLP. Usa is a certified pubInternal Medicine at Abbott

Northwestern Hospital in
Minneapolis.
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studying Japanese, worked
as an English instructor and
· then worked as an assistant
manager for Berlitz in
Japan.
BARNEY ALM '85, LlnSALLY WISROTH '85,
colnshire, UL, is the managTorrington, Wyo., was
er of biostatistics at Parexel
crowned Mrs. Wyoming in
Inte~ational Corp. in
August of 1996 and repreNorthbrook, Ill.
sented Wyoming at the
HELENA HALVERSON
'85, St. Cloud, was elected a Mrs. America pageant in
Las Vegas in September.
1996-97 board member of
Sally is a speech/language
the Central Minnesota As- ·
pathologist at Wyoming
sociation of Llfe UnderwritChild and Family Developers.
ment in Torrington.
BARBARA OLSON '85,
JAMES DEUER '86,
St. Paul, is working for 3MBurnsville, finished a masSt Paul in the logistics deter' s degree in kinesiology at
partment. Prior to 3M she
the University of Minnesota
spent five years in Tokyo
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Centre, Minn., is perhaps best
known for his 1920 novel Main
Street, which created a sensation because of its negative portrayal of American small towns.
Many have ~aid the setting for
the book, the fictional Gopher
Prairie, Minn., was actually
based on Sauk Centre. Lewis
was the first American writer to
win a Nobel Prize. He received
that award in 1930. He also
won a Pulitzer, but refused to accept it. In 1935, Lewis was elected to the National Institute of
f..rts and Letters, and in 1938
was elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Letters.
Lewis met Powers when she
was just 18 and the two were
companions on and off from
1939 to 1947. Lewis died in

1951.

Mooney organizes
lecture series
Steven P. Mooney, a professor of real estate and finance at
SCSU, took the lead in organizing the Minnesota Chair in
Real Estate Distinguished Lecture Series. The first lecture occurred Oct. 25, 1996 at the
Minneapolis Athletic Club.
Among the lecturers were Dr.
Jack Friedman, the former chief
economist for the Texas Real Estate Research Center at Texas
A&M University, and Dr. Kerry Vandell, director of the Center for Urban Land Economics •
Research at the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. A presentation by Minnesota Commerce Commissioner Dave
Gruenes and a roundtable question-and-answer period were also
part of the event.
Mooney, who was appointed
to the Minnesota Chair in Real
Estate in 1996, holds a master's
degree in real estate and regional
finance from Southern
Methodist University and a
Ph.D. in finance from Texas
A&M. For the past two years, he
has served as a chairperson of
the Finance, Insurance and Real
Estate Department at SCSU.

Connections/3

Beckstrom master's thesis
earns award
Eric Beckstrom, who earned his
B.A. in 1994 and M.A. in English literature in 1996 from
SCSU is the first recipient of the
SCSU Distinguished Master's
Thesis Award for his work on
· "The Theoretical Function of
Tragic Components in American Film Noir." His adviser,
Professor Brad Chisholm said of
the thesis: "Eric's recently completed work on film noir is
the finest M .A. thesis with
which I have been associated."
Eric uses Aristotelian methods
.to breathe new life into film
noir studies, and his findings
have exciting implications for
the growing number of educators who use films and dramatic literature to teach critical
thinking and analysis." The
award recognizes excellence in
scholarship and research at the
master's level.

Bixby wins state honor
Robert Bixby, geography, was
awarded the A.E. (Bud) Rathbun Award of Merit, which was
presented at the Minnesota Society of Professional Surveyors'
Convention '96 in St. Louis
Park.

CLASSNOTES
and has been working with
professional motocross racers as a personal trainer and
coach. He is also racing
mountain bikes at the expert level.
LYNNE OSTERMAN '86,
St. Cloud, has accepted a
position in the Llfeworks
Development Office foc the
Minnesota Department of
Children, Families and
Leaming.
JUDE DUHOUX '87, St.
Cloud, was elected a board
member of the St Cloud
Business and Professional
Women. Jude is a copywriter at Advantage Marketing Group in St. Cloud.

KARI BROSSARD FABIAN '87, Brooklyn Park, is
an internist at North Clinic
in Minneapolis.
STEVE HILTNER '87,
Champlin, formed a manufacturer' s sales representative organization, Synergy
Sales Group, specializing in
sportswear and other apparel. The company covers the
midwest area.
BRUCE KLETSCHER '87,
Rochester, is completing his
6th and final year of residency in urologic surgery at
Mayo Clinic Rochester. He
and his wife Kim have 2
daughters, Karina age 5 and
Maren age 2 1/2.

SARAH E. WINGE '87 ,
Minneapolis, began her first
year at the University of
Minnesota Law School.
SARA GRACHEK
'88,'90,'94,'96, St Cloud,
completed her master of science degree in information
media: educational media
and human resource management/training and development. She is currently
working at the Leaming Resources Services-Info-media
Services at St. Cloud State
University coordinating
campus web development.
LYNDA FISH '89, St.
Cloud, has joined the staff
of Central Minnesota Care

4 / Connections
Gold-Bliss publishes book

DORN ·iNDUCTED INTO BROKERS' HALL OF FAME

Beyond Praetorianism: The Latin
American Military in Transition, a
textbook co-written by Michael
Gold-Bliss, political science, recently was published. The book
was co-written with Richard L.
Millett, a professor of history at
Southern Illinois State. It looks
at how Latin American militaries have adjusted to the
post-Cold War era .

CAREER BEGAN:
TITLE:
HOME BASE:
CIVIC AFFILIATIONS:

by Ellen Uzelac

Reprinted with permission from the December
1996 editi,on of Research magazine

When Larry Dorn was a college senior in 1964, .a man in a
gorgeous Chrysler Imperial
drove up to his door and asked

Morgan wins
preservation award

Dorn the question that would

Bill Morgan, American studies/Center for Community
Studies, was selected by the
Preservation Alliance of Minnesota to receive one of I 2
awards recognizing outstanding contributions by groups
and individuals in preserving
the historic resources of Minnesota . Morgan was honored
for his efforts toward "educating our (mainly) younger generations about the value of preserving our heritage." The alliance was established in response to concerns about the
loss of irreplaceable segments
of Minnesota 's heritage such as
structures, neighborhoods,
open space and community
fabric.

I

SCSU Class of 1964
1968

Larry Dorn

change his life: "Mutual funds
-

ever heard of them?"

Dorn hadn't, but it didn't matter. The
man was looking for salesmen, and he had
heard that Dorn would be a good prospect.
He'd heard right.
Dorn began selling mutual funds even
before graduating with his business degree
from St. Cloud State University in Minnesota, and when he returned home to
nearby Fergus Falls, it became his first fulltime job.
More than three decades later, Dorn is
still selling mutual funds, among other inv~ stment products. A longtime specialist in
tax-free municipal bonds, he currently manages more than $85 million in assets. In his
career, he's never sold a client a tax-exempt
revenue bond that defaulted.
"There were a lot of 'no's' when I was
selling early on," recalls the 54-year -old
Dorn, chief executive officer of Dorn &
Co., a small broker/ dealer and underwriter
in Fergus Falls, population 12,600. "I remember cold nights coming back with not a
lot of success, but it was a great experience

Chief executive officer Dorn & Co.
Fergus Falls, Minnesota
Lake Region Hospital
St. Cloud State University Foundation
and great training. If nothing else, it taught
me to deal with rejection."
Dorn sold mutual funds for four years,
then bought a sleepy little firm, Olson Securities Co., that sold individual securities and
mutual funds. In 1970, after broadening
the product line, he changed the name of
the firm to Dorn & Co.
The Dorns are familiar fixtures in Fergus
Falls, which Dorn jokingly likens to the
mythical Lake Woebegone. There are 1,000
lakes in the county of this rural region, settled by Norwegians seeking their fortunes
in farming and business. Five generations of
Dorns have lived in Fergus Falls, and except
for stints at college and in the military, Larry Dorn has never lived away from home.
(Not that he's a hayseed: For kicks last
month, Dorn and his wife flew to New
York for a night of "Rigoletto" at the Metropolitan Opera. He can even hum from the
score.)
Today, the Dorn firm, made up of two
brokers and four support staff, caters primarily to conservative investors in west-central Minnesota. In all, the firm servic~s
1,500 accounts, mostly farmers, small business owners and professionals.
"Conservative investments fit the objectives of a lot of my clients," says Dorn, a
trustee for the Securities Industry Association's Wharton School Institute. ·"That's my
business philosophy, too. There are two villains eating at our dollars: taxes and infla. tion. Muni bonds cover the tax part, and
equities cover the inflation."
Retirement benefit plans such as the
401 (k) represent the fastest-growing segment
of Dorn's business, and more and more,

"Investors are a lot more sophisticated
than they were 30 years ago, and this has
really driven the ,indu~try,"
-Larry Dom '64
CLASSNOTES
Center's Inc. as the director
of public relations.
KERRI HUNCOVSKY '89,
Anoka, received an award
from the National Education Association for outstanding education report·
ing through broadcasting.
She also started her first
year at Hamline University
School of Law.
JULIE (KORKOWSKI)
NELSON '89, Cottage
Grove, is a controller at Alpha Video & Audio, Inc. in
Edina.
THERESE MARIE
SCHREIFELS SEGLER
'89, Mainz-Kastel, Germany, is working for the

United Services Organization as the atlantic -region
accountant

R~~O

TIMOTHY DETERS '90,
Sartell, was named a field
representative for the
Catholic Aid Association
covering the areas of Avon,
Albany, Holdingford, Upsala and Bowlus.
DR. HEIDI SLETIEDAHL
MACPHERSON '90, Ful{.,.rood, England, received her
doctorate in American litera•
ture from the UniY.ersity of
Newcastle Upon Tyne, England.

+

Jl ~~Jl

LUANN HEIM '91, St.
Cloud, is working at the
Central Minnesota Mental
Health Center.
KELLY MEIER '91 , St.
Paul, is the marketing coordinator for the Minneapolis
and Appleton, Wis. offices
of Dana Larson Roubal and
Associates/DLR Group, a
firm specializing in architec•
ture, engineering, planning,
programming, interior design and construction services.
BRIAN MUSECH '91,
Waite Park, owns Professional Mosquito Control

Kelly Meier '91
Inc., Waite Park. He oper•
ates the business with his
wife, DOLORA MUSECH
'92, who does the bookwork.
ROBERT RODRIGUEZ
'91 , Chicago, Ill., was prorooted to human resource

·

Dom's clients are seeking ah increasingly interactive relationship - two trends that
seem to have taken hold nationwide.
"Definitely, investors are a lot more sophisticated than they were 30 years ago, and
this has really driven the industry," notes
Dorn. "The investors are more aware of
what's going on. They' re more aware of the
costs. And they' re more aware of their options."
Before he was introduced to mutual
funds, Dorn sold seed packets nationwide
for three summers, a job he still lists at the
top of his bio. That might seem odd for a
guy who's a million dollar producer in the
secmities industry. But for Dorn, it makes
perfect sense.
"It gave me a philosophy of life," he says.
"One of the managers back then talked
about leaving our territory in better shape
than the way we found it. It's what I've
strived t~ do since."
© Research magazine, San Francisco, Calif.

CLASSNOTES
manager at 3M Company
in Bedford Park, Ill.
GARY J. SCHMIDT '91
Buffalo, graduated from the
Basic Warrant Officer
School at the Marine Corps
Combat Development Command, Quantico, Va. The
10-week course prepared
Gary for an assignment to
the Fleet Marine Force.
JONATHON H. WILLNER '91, Wenatchee,
Wash., has started initial pi·
lot training on the Boeing
737-400 for Alaska Airlines.
KATE ANDREWS '92, S~
Cloud, is working at Central Minnesota Mental
Health Center in St Cloud.

Jl 9)~2
THEONI LECAKIS '92,
Schaumburg, Ill., after completing 2 years of teaching
in Chicago' s inner city
schools, spent the summer
volunteering in Kenya,
Africa providing medical assistance during mobile dinics, leading outreach education programs and providing manual labor for th~
construction of a clinic.
KIM THYEN NIES '92, St.
Cloud, passed the Series 7
license test for her job at
Dain Bosworth Inc. where
she is a senior registered
service assistant.

R~~J

ALISON ERHARD '93,
Minnetonka, is in the insti•
tutional sales department at
the firm of Wessels,
Arnold, Henderson in Min·
neapolis.
JEFFREY D. SWENSON
'93, Albertville, passed the
CPA exam and is now an
investment accountant at
American Express Financial
Advisors in Minneapolis.

Rg)~4

KEVIN BURKART '94,
Minneapolis, received a promotion to senior tax special-

Continued, page -12
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SCSU, U of M renew commitment
to collaborative doctoral program
by Jeanine Nistler

As the first 25-person
cohort entered the final
A unique collaboration leg of coursework and research projects, SCSU and
between St. Cloud State
the U of M in November
renewed their agreement
University and the
to co-deliver the program,
scheduling the next cohort
University of. Minnesota
to begin this summer. Admission to the program is
has proven so successful competitive, as mb re than
100 people had expressed
that it is being renewed
interest before the second
cohort was a sure thing.
for another three-year
The program, which
does not lead to adminisrun.
trative licens_ure, is deThrough the program outsigned to enhance the knowledge
state education professionals
and leadership skills of practiccan earn a doctoral degree in
ing education professionals.
Educational Leadership from
Heidi Harlander i; a member
the University of Minnesota by
· of the first cohort.
· taking their core ·classes at
"It really has been a personal
SCSU and their electives at eilearning experience," said Harther institution.
lander, who is associate director
"I see this as really providing
of career services at St. John's
a service to the outstate populaUniversity in Collegeville. Taktion because these individuals
ing courses from both SCSU
occupy very demanding posiand U of M faculty has broadtions and would find it impractiened her perspectives, Harlancal to pursue an advanced deder said. And she has appreciatgree at a Twin Cities campus,"
ed the other cohort members' .
said Alice Thomas, interim
- skills, talents and help. "Their
dean of SCSU'_s College of Edusupport goes beyond just their
cation and co-director of the
professional expertise."
doctoral program.
Without the educational lead-

ership doctoral program, Harlander said, she would not be
pursuing her doctorate now.
"This program allowed me to
maintain my career growth ·
while pursuing my degree." ·
Doctoral candidates such as
Harlander are not the only ones
who have experienced personal
and professional growth as a result of the program, Thomas
said. The program "contributes
to faculty vitality," she said.
"Working with doctoral candidates of this caliber is exciting."
· Faculty from all departments
will facilitate the development
within the College of Education
of future doctoral programs in
team with each other, as well as , other areas," she said.
with University of Minnesota
Education professionals interfaculty, to deliver the program,
ested in obtaining application
which further invigorates them,
materials for the educational
Thomas said.
leadership doct0ral program
This innovative doctoral proshould call SCSU's College of
gram should not be SCSU's
Education at (320) 255-3023 or
last, Thomas said. "I hope this
SCSU's Educational Adminisrecognition of our quality here,
tration and Leadership departin our faculty and programs,
ment at (320) 255-2160.

"I see this as really providing a service to the

outstate population because these individuals
-occupy very demanding positions and would
find it impractical to pursue an advanced
degree at a Twin Cities campus."

Retired business
professor honored
L. Marilyn Stinson, who retired
from the SCSU College of Business in May,· has been named
"1996 Outstanding Post-Secondary Business Educator" by
. Minnesota Business Educators
Inc. Stinson received the award
at an Oct. 4 meeting in
Rochester.

Altobell recognized as
Outstanding Young Man

Jim Altobell, public relations,
has been selected as an Outstanding Young M~n of America
for 1996. The award is sponsored by the Outstanding
Young Americans and has recognized young people for distinction since 1965. Altobell's
name and biography will appear in the 30th anniversary
edition of Outstanding Young
Men of America.

-Alice Thomas
Accounting's Schwieger
publishes second edition

The researth.

The second edition of Auditing

a variety

size
t·

ofexiverse~
funitlesforreseatcll
~mplement and en-

hance the classroom
. ~ for students in our Science

and Technology proand Tecbnologv

~

Whether the

•research ~ , a p~

tical form, such as wcitJcing on site ti\ a
manufacturing environment, or is pedagogical in nature, it can be.an invaluable as~ a St Ooud ~ education.:
Reseatdl provides~ ltUdent wi(h, t
unique ppportunity to see what~ la
ill aboµt and helps faculty keep up with
new trend& and ~ s . 'Th.rQugh r&

seatdl, theoretical classroom material is

brought into i>cus for participating studeAtS. plaQng~~ ~rooa eJq>etience into a practical setth:lg.
Many in the College of.$eience and
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.

Thi

~St.

both
uhifersity
- ~ as -doseness of a small d,llege.
Another henedt bf reseaich ir$e. ~
Tent preparation it offers, studtmts tdr ib4·
uate school Pr the wodq,laa.,.: The effort
worlds: the resoumes of a

that St. C,lot.Jd 5tate facultypurN:t\'bentoring anded~ scieNistl produces

~-1the

graduates who will excel in ieadung, tesem:h or administration. The annual Un-

~ Forum,
Applied Re~ Committee, allows out
students to present papettu t ~ they

were givi.pg them ._,. national con~
~ ~n<:es thelr prepart¢ion for post·
~ t e activity. Because ofl:he ~

held by-our science ap.d technoloe, pro:
grams and their undergraduate reseatch
a

ourstu-

a atones.
st
have worked with@~
·
computer software
that l a r g e ~ or govemm

aes such as N A S A ~ ~ Some of this resean:h is funded tluough

grams that ~-6J,ty and student
veloptnent
Other resean:h is helpi• to bridge more
dum one field. For example, the College of
Science and T~chnology is working with.
the College of F.ducation to develop a
~ath-science education center to coordinate course content for future educatots.
OurCollegeMsoiscooperatingwiththe

College of Business to develop a team that
would provide analytical services to manufacturers that would incorporate scientifk
principles.
"
Reseateh is an important-and integral
part cl the academic experience for St
Clood State University's science and technology students. Stuaents and faculty are
working together to develop better teaching

methods and develop new technology. Bea ~ of these opportunities, our students·
are being armed with talents and skills that
t

their ftr

Concepts for a Changing Environment, a textbook by Bradley
Schwieger, accounting, and
Larry Rittenberg of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, has
been published by The Dryden
Press.
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HUSKY HOCKEY .
O'Toole publishes
third edition of text
Tom O'Toole, sociology and
anthropology, recently published the third edition of his
book Histori.cal Dictionary of
Guinea. The book, co-written
with lbrahima Bah-Lalya of the
Florida A&M Critical Languages
Institute, contains an alphabetical listing of major events,
personalities, ethnic groups,
political events and geographical data. The text is based on
both Western and Guinean
sources and is one of the only
readily available reference
books on the African nation.

HPERSS department honored
SCSU's Department of Health,
Physical Education, Recreation
and Sport Science received the
prestigious School of Excellence Award at the Minnesota
Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and
Dance held Oct. I 7 and 18 in
Bloomington.

Hanafy listed in
'Who's Who'
Abdalla A. Hanafy, marketing
and international business, has
been selected for inclusion in
the International Who's Who of
Professionals.

A look at ten years in Division I
When

Husky Hockey hit the
ice this past fall, it marked the start
of St. Cloud State's tenth season as
a Division I member. Since the fall
of 1987, when St. Cloud State
elevated its hockey program to
the NCAA D.ivision I level, Huskx
hoc '-e h
t dt
d •'
~ --- K - :Y:; . _
as..: cre~Q e , ,. f~ men OU S

ht:~ ,;t t f:;hiW,.,.,w~~:t:t ~t~~;~~t!::~;
g:_program in die school

. :,•,at ·He library. 0u,r next goa . lS

~:a~~.~:r: :i~~:;~~e:: :p ~~::,':'T~:~1°..;~t,:f:~~:: ~~-

~- 1t~rrie'nt6n th\ s<fsl!l campus
Q

no.~.....~.iA)h, ~ tplle.
~
'.;._e .Nnckey•'. ·•wor. .,ld.
_
o_

......... _

han.\~te~;sl in St. Cloud State
9ci.ey. ".. .
"
.
The ~~ademic integr·tytis re·
Brian Leit:za (Pittsburgh) were
flec;ted' in the current te~m's
sixth and tenth rouna picks, t~ ~· . dverall grade point average of
spectively, g_fthe 1994 NHL "":,_ J ;00 this year. The Huskies
d~aft.;; .
"'(..
'•
have 1.n(tiated a reading pro-. ·
., While these dra < icks will
gram at the St. Clohd L.ihrary im
$6meday reach th~ pro rapks,
which, b n Saturday momi~s, ·
several former Huslti~s are en·
members O the team can be
joyip.g su~c~:s:§fru:~cfiriir~ in pro·
found reading)ooks to young
fessionar hockey. Defenseman , ·.:. . people. Over-the last three seaBret Hedican, ·a 1922 .
.~ · sons, Husky hockei has enjoyed
Ol~ piim, is;in his fitth season
a great deal ot,post-season suein die NHL Former All-Americess in the WCHA and TanlZs
can Fred Knipscheer led the
in the upper divisio£!. among
Worcester l<:e. Cats of the Amer·
WCHA S£._hools in home 1'Ja,yoff
ican Hockey League (AHq tn
berths amlFirial Five appear· ·
scoring last season, Forw::µ-d
ances. 'f-he.Husk.ies were ·first·
Brett. Llevers was named the ~
round Wt'.;HA playoff hosts in
Most Valuable American in the · 1994 and 1995 and advanced to
International Hockey League
the WCH.A Final Five in 1994
·. (!HL) last season and 'goalana 1996. In 1994, the Huskies
tender .Grant Sjerven was an
defeated Wisconsin 3-2 in over·
Eas~ Co~st Hockey League
time in the semi-finals and fell
(EctHL) All-Star.
to":Minnesota 3-2 in overtime in
Already this season, the
the championship game of the
Huskies ,ijJe"" off to their best
Final Five. Only Minnesota and
start~s-a D~vision I program;
Colorado College (the three•
winning nine of their first 1f
time defending WC'H.A champi•
games and being mentioned
op)-.earned, home berths in each
among theJ0 p l 5 in all four
ofthe.last three seasons and ,
college hockey polfs. It has takonly Minnesota and Wiscon~in
\ en some time,, to reach this level
have advanced to the Final Five
~ f excitemep.f, but to the credit
in each of the last three seasons.
of tt!J)Jh-ye~r head coach Craig
JJ1e ljuskies have gone from an
~ Dahi,,d his assistants Tqm'¾ ,
average home attendance figure
Serratore and Brett Petersep,1 "'""ofl.,000 in 1987-88 to the cur·
the _Huskies have ·euheir goals , rent home attendance figure of
high and tl)ajntained a le; el of
5,303 per game.
quality and. integrity that is re•
As Coach Dahl reflected on
spected around the country.
the last ten seasons, several im·
Ten seasons ago, Dahl laid
ages came to mind. "The first
out his goals for the program
thing that I always remember is
and now those goals continue
going into the locker room beto move SCSU's program into a fore the championship game of
higher echelon of collegiate
the WCHA, the first one ever
hockey.
for us, and telling the guys that
"Our first goal is to stress
there will never be another first,
academic integrity and to be
there will never be another
sure our players go to school
team that has done this before
and do well in school. Our sec·
you. You are the first ever to do
ond goal is to have our players
it. What you have accomplished
be good citizens off the ice and
is certainly history making.
try to contribute something
That's the biggest thing for me
\J

~,

.,,

by.Anne Abicqt ,

Last. season, "Hu~Ry, hodrey '
ranked sever\th the country
in .home attendance as .81,806
fan.s :·,; J average of 5,11'3 per
game,·watched SCSl:J, play some
~f the b¢st teams in the eountry
at the Natfonal fiockey·Center.'¾.
Te> continue the excitement
of last season, the 1996-97
~
· d·~101;,
c f'. 1r,st, place
"' · as of
team,
,tte
this printing, boasts five draft
picks, includil}~ three Blayers
who were..~ickci;d in the ·second
and third rou ds of the 1996
National Hockey ~ague (NHJ.},_
draft. Sophomore center MattJ: .

in

"Our first goal is to stress academic
integrity and to he sure our players
go to school and do well in school.
Our second goal is to have our players
· he good citizens off the ice a,rd try to
contribute something hack to the
community."
-Coach_Craig Dahl
Cullen was drafted 35th in the
second round of the 1996 draft
by the Anaheim Mighty Ducks.
Freshman defenseman Josh DeWolf was the 41 st selection of
the second round by the Pittsburgh Penguins and sophomore
wing Mark Parrish was the 79th
pick in the third round by the
Colorado Avalanche. St. Cloud
State may be the only U.S. uni·
versity to have three players taken in the first three rounds of
the draft. In addition junior
wing Jason Stewart (New York
Islanders) andjunior goaltender

1
m the fall of 19 .7 was the Uni·
versity of;Mmnesota in the Hall

,,

w

Dah1 le~ ~f~SU to ap. 11 -25-1
,J?.verall record: The Huskies
"' won fiv'rof their last eight
game_~ including 'an impressive
"' l,!PSet Wil) over thi~g-ranked
lake-Superior State University
4-3 on die final night of SCSU's
~f8SOn. "~eing able to play an
"+entire Division I schedule was a
highlight that season. Traveling.,from Miar'ni to
Diego and
Alaska ~~lluntsville, certainly
was an education in and of itself/ Dahi satd. The following
season
Huskies posted a
wmningrecord of 19-16-2 and
received ·an.invitation to the
first round of tne NCAA Divi·
sion I playoffs. .·
, On Decembe;J 6, J 989', the
Huskies opened the doors to
tfi~ 6,000;§eat National Hockey
Ce ter with a. 5-4 win over
Northern Michigan. SCSU
posted a ·10-4-1 record in the
~NHC ancl ·by the end of the
'1-989-90 season, the Huskies,
who finish~d th~ season 1 7-192, were ranked se~nd in the
NCAA Division I Independent •
poll behind the University of
Alaska-Anchorage.
·J¾
St. Cloud State joined the
WCHA in the 1990-91 season
and finished fifth in the league
with a 12-16-4 record. The
Huskies bowed to the Universi·
ty of North. Dakota in the first
round of the WCHA playoffs,
taking the best of three game se·
ries to the third game. Junior
defenseman Bret Hedican of
North St. Paul was SCSU's first
All-WCHA First Team pick.
Hedican opted to leave the
Huskies to play for the U.S.
Olympic Hockey Team in Al.
bertville, France in 1992. After
the Olympics, Hedican joined
the St. Louis Blues and later
was traded to the Vancouver
Canucks, the team he currently
plays for.
"When I look back, I
wouldn't trade my three years at

San

t~e
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English professor ·
publishes book
The critical
study by Tommie L. Jackson,
English department, o~
the French triumvirate Al bert Camus,
Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de
Beauvoir has been accepted for
publication by the University
Press of America, a scholarly
press based in Lanham , Md.
The work, titled The Essential
Fiction of Ayi Kwei Armah, Albert
SCSU for the world," Hedican
games during his career, 151
Camus, and Jean-Paul Sartre, was
said. "I will always remember
straight.
scheduled to go to press in Nothe friendships, guys I played
Over the last ten years, many
vember for a January I 997
with and the many personaliplayers have made an imprespublication.
ties. That experience is irresion among the coaching staff
placeable - to go back and have
and fans alike. Among the playthat over again - would be
ers Dahl remembers are the line
great."
of Jeff Saterdalen, Tim Hanus
Hedican is currently averagand Chris Scheid. Together they
ing 30 minutes of playing time
provided a potent offense and
per game as a defenseman for
an in~ense c;,ompetitiveness durthe Canucks. In 1994, he played
. ing the early '90s. Some of
Bret Hedican
in every game of the Stanley
Dahl's other memories incl_ude
"When I first got here I ~as
raderie that he experienced.
Cup series against the New York
"the great goaltending of Grant
excited about college hockey
"You know you belong someRangers. '' Every time I look
Sjerven. The speed and ease,
and
playing
at
the
Division
I
where,"
he said.
back at my experience at SCSU,
the artistry of the skating of
level. It was something that I alThe dream of many was realit puts a smile on my face. I had
Bret Hedican. The ability of
ways
wanted
to
do,
but
never
ized
during the 1993-94 season
so much fun," said Hedican.
Fred Knipscheer to just plain
knew if I was going to be able to
when SCSU posted its fourth
One of Hedican' s playing
score goals. The all-around great
do it," Hc1.nus said. Now that he
20-win season, defeated the
memories revolves around the
defensive play of Kelly Reider.
is a coach, he has transferred
University of Minnesota-Duluth
Huskies' fi rst WCHA playoff
Players with just a cannon of a
some
of
his
playing
experiences
•
in
the first round of the WCHA
series, played at the University
shot in Kelly Hultgren and
into teaching skills that he uses
playoffs at home, defeated the
of North Dakota in March of
Lenny Esau. The all-around
with
his
team.
At
SCS_
U
he
University
of Wisconsin 3-2 in
1991. "I always remember that
class of a guy like Dan O 'Shea,"
learned about discipline, comovertime in the semi-finals of
last series against UND that we
said Dahl.
mitment and preparation_ He
the WCHA Final Five Tournaended up losing in three
Great crowds, exciting hocklearned about discipline the
ment and fell to the University
games. I didn't know it at the
ey, and top student-athletes have
hard way from Coach Dahl.
of Minnesota, 3-2 in overtime
time, but that would be my last
made for a tremendous first ten
"My freshman year after a sucin the championship game of
game as a Husky. I tried to play
years of Division I Husky hockcessful weekend against Notre
the tournament. SCSU ended
as best as I possibly could and
ey and has laid the foundation
Dame
our
team
did
well
and
I
the season with a 21-13-4 overI thought I played real well."
for another decade of successes
did well as a freshman - I was
all record and posted a 16-1-3
The Huskies won the first
on and off the ice.
0
expecting to be going to Fairrecord at the NHC. On March
game 4-2, lost the second game
banks the next weekend for a se5, the main ice rink inside the
10-2 and were leading in the
ries.
During
the
week
Craig
told
NHC was officially named the
third game, before UND pulled
me
I
wouldn't
be
making
the
Brendan
J. McDonald Ice Rink
off a 7-4 victory.
•·
trip.
He
said
I
could
play
better
in
honor
of the former SCSU
Jeff Saterdalen and Tim
than
I'd
been
playing,
and
I
president
who envisioned DiviHanus were Husky seniors durneeded
to
work
harder
in
pracsion
I
hockey
to St. Cloud State.
ing the 1991-92 season. They
tice,"
said
Hanus.
The
1995-96
season brought
would become the number one
As
a
freshman,
Hanus
played
the
Huskies
its
second
appearand two scorers of all-time, comin
the
Huskies'
first
game
at
the
ance
in
three
years
at
the
pleting their careers with 1 79
National Hockey Center. "It was
WCHA Final Five as SCSU upand 1 72 career points, respecneat to come into -this arena and
set third seeded Denver in three
tively. These two players experiperfC?rm in a stadium setting.
games in the first round of the
enced several SCSU firsts as
Making the change to here cerWCHA playoffs. At the Final
members of the hockey team.
tainly brought excitement to the
Five, the fifth seeded Huskies
They opened the National
city and the community."
met the fourth seed Michigan
Hockey Center and played the
Northern Michigan figures into
Tech. SCSU took a 3-1 advanfirst season (1990-91) of
ar{other playing memory for
tage into the third period, only
WCHA membership.
Hanus.
"My
junior
year,
we
to see Michigan Tech rattle off
Since leaving St. Cloud State,
swept
Northern
Michigan
and
four
straight goals to win the
Hanus played a little more than
~
were
the
last
team
to
beat
the
game
in overtime. Freshman
two seasons in the minor
forward Matt Cullen was
leagues. This fall, he began his • Wildcats as they went on to win
~
the
national
championship,"
SCSU's leading scorer with 12
second season as head coach of
added
Hanus.
goals
and
29
assists
and
was
the St. Cloud Tech varsity hocknamed to the WCHA All-RookWhen asked if he missed
ey team. The second leading
playing
the
game,
Hanus'
reie
Team. Senior defensemin Taj
scorer of all time at SCSU,
sponse
was
that
it's
not
the
Melson
made the WCHA Hon-Bret Hedican, defenseman,
Hanus has many fond memories
games
that
he
misses.
He
misses
orable
11.ention
Team.
He
also
of his four seasons as a member
Vancouver Canucks, former U .S.
being around the group of peobecame the Huskies Ironman,
of the Husky hockey team.
Olympian
ple, the team and the camaplaying in every one of SCSU's

HUSKIES

"I will always remember the

friendships, guys I played with
and the many personalities. That
experience is irreplaceable to. go
hack and have that over again
would he great."
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Project prepares teachers
to meet all students' needs
by Jeanine Nistler

Twenty-six fifth-graders
stood, with right hands over
' their hearts, reciting the "Pledge
of Allegiance."
They listened to a quick. reading of the day's hot lunch menu
and eagerly responded when
student teacher Katrina Hemen-

"lnclusi~n is happening in Minnesota
schools. We felt we really needed to re..spond in preparing teachers."

.

way asked what they had worked
on while she had been away for
a couple of days.
Later, Hemenway quickly
moved from one student to another as the class worked on an
assignment, then she gathered a
half-dozen children around a
table for a small-group session.
Aside-from the laptop computers on a few students' desks,
this could be any elementary
classroom of the '60s, '70s or
'80s. It is a timeless scene except
for one invisible - but significant - difference.
This is an "inclusive" classroom at Lindbergh Elementary
School in Little Falls. A number
of SCSU College of Education
students spent a portion of fall
quarter there in field experiences for the Inclusive Teacher
Education Project (ITEP), an experimental program that combines regular elementary and
special education training.
ITEP was created to prepare

Katrina Hemenway worked with a student at Little Falls' Lindbergh Ele,
mentary School as part of her field experience for the Inclusive Teacher
Education Project. (Photo by Jim Altobell)

teachers for a diverse classroom.
Most teacher training programs have not equipped general education teachers to meet
the needs of special education
students, even though studies
have shown that 95 percent of
the state's special education students spend at least a portion of
each school day in classrooms
with general education students. ITEP participants learn
to teach all students, regardless
of their academic, social, physical or emotional needs.
"Inclusion is happening in
Minnesota schools. We felt we
really needed to respond in
preparing teachers," said Nancy
Bacharach, a professor in
SCSU' s teacher development department, who with special education professor Janet Salk directs ITEP ."Inclusive" means
different things in different
schools. At Lindbergh elementary, it means that talented and
gifted children work alongside
those with emotional/behavioral disorders and those with
physical or health impairments.
It means that "everyone is on
the same playing field," Hemenway said.
In this type of inclusive setting, children with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder are
not lined up for their doses of
Ritalin. Youngsters with emotional disorders are not segregated in a special classroom. Students with severe physical impairments are not separated
from their classmates unless
they require special medical attention that cannot be provided
in the classroom.
"The kids are blended so
well, they don't know" who has
special needs, said Kent Gomez,
the teacher who worked with
Hemenway for several weeks
this fall.
ITEP has drawn· the attention
of educators around the country.
Faculty from universities in
·Michigan, Nebraska and Wisconsin have visited SCSU to
learn more about the project.
Educators from countless other
states have requested written information. SCSU faculty involved in ITEP have made presentations at conferences
around the state and nation;
and in October, several ITEP

students themselves presented a
program at a state conference
on higher order thinking.
-ITEP began in 1994 with no
outside funding after an SCSU
survey found that general education graduates felt ill-prepared
for working with special education students, and both a faculty group and an external advisory committee stressed the need
for that sort of training. Soon,
financial support began to roll
in.
Federal funding came via a •
$10,000 Kansas Consortium
grant and a three-year Funds for
Improvement of Post-Secondary
Education (FIPSE) grant totaling
$234,000. This fall FIPSE renewed the grant, approving
$74,569 for the current academic year. SCSU faculty improvement grants have totaled
$8,800; Q-7 grants, $19,000;
and Minnesota Office of Special
Education grants, $55,750.
ITEP proponents. are quick to
explain that inclusion is not a
way to cut costs and "we' re not
trying to replace the special education teacher," Bacharach said.
"Their role becomes different.
They work within the classroom. Rather than pulling students out, they work with the
classroom teacher.... What
we're looking at is, 'What's best
for the kids?' "
Both special and general education students benefit from inclusion, she said, adding that
studies have indicated that academic achievement remains constant or improves for both
groups when they work together.
Before ITEP, students could
earn dual licensure in elementary educati0n and a specific
learning disability via a five-year
program within the College of
Education. What sets ITEP
apart is its blending of the
teachers, students and field experiences of the general and
special education departments.
When ITEP students graduate,
they are licensed to teach general elementary classes as well as
children with specific. learning
disabilities.
The project's three major
components are:
•Team teaching. Professors
from general elementary and
special education team-teach

some of the courses because
Salk and Bacharach believe it
is important to model the .
sort of collaboration they expect of their students when
they become teachers.
• Groµping students in a cohort for their junior and senior years. This allows the
students to be part of a learning community, to develop
strong bonds with their
peers.
• Varied field experiences.
ITEP students work in regular, special education and inclusive classrooms.
The College of Education did
not start a third cohort because
SCSU will be switching to a semester system in 1988 and the
state Board of Teaching is
changing the licensing structure. Also, the college wants to
evaluate the project before determining whether to seek "permanent" status. As part of their efforts to monitor the project's ef. fectiveness, professors have kept
in touch with the Cohort 1
graduates. Their feedback,
Bacharach said, has been extremely positive.
"They feel they have been
very well prepared for the realities of the workplace."

Not just anyone
can be part of the
Inclusive Teacher
Education Project
The SCSU students who participate in the Inclusive Teacher
Education Project (ITEP) reP.resent a select group.
Applicants competed for
spots in the cohort on the basis
of their grade-point averages
(2. 75 or better), attitudes, writing skills, completion of general
education requirements and answers to open-ended questions
about why they wished to participate. In selecting ITEP participants, the College of Education
aimed for racial and gender diversity; the groups have been
representative of the overall
SCSU student body, said Nancy
Bacharach, one of ITEP's co-directors.
See ITEP, page 9

.
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Students earn college
credits without leaving
high school
by Jeanine Nistler

Across central Minnesota,
more than 100 teen-agers are
earning college credits through
SCSU - without leaving the familiar halls.of their high
schools, without missing a single pep rally or student council
meeting.
They are part of SCSU's Senior to Sophomore Program,
which gets its name from its ultimate goal: offering enough
classes for credit at high schools
that students could complete
their freshman general education requirements and go from
their senior year of high school
to their sophomore year of college.
Nicole Steinhofer and Katie
Mjolhus are two of the St.
Cloud Technical High School
juniors who earned SCSU credits this fall by doing something
they would have done anyway:
opening the door to Tech's
Room 156 and stepping inside
to where teacher Gary Anfenson, himself an SCSU alum,
teaches a chemistry class that
SCSU faculty have determined
meets college-credit criteria.
"I think it's a good idea that
you can get college credits"
while in high school, said Tech
jµnior Mandy deChambeau,
who also took Anfenson's chemistry class. "I think it would be
nice if a lot more classes" had
the Senior to Sophomore option.
High school and university
officials think so, too.
Tech and St. Cloud Apollo,
which both offer chemistry for
SCSU college credits, planned
to offer college-level physics this
winter. A number of other. university departments are exploring the possibility of creating
partnerships with high schools,
said Susan Douma, who coordinates the Senior to Sophomore
Program through SCSU's Center for Continuing Studies.
SCSU faculty carefully review
each potential Senior to Sopho-

ITEP, cont'd.

The first cohort of 2 7 ITEP
students graduated in the spring
of 1996. The 24-member second
cohort will graduate at the end
of this coming spring quarter.
Students commit to coursework and field experiences that
run from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday, and to a
Monday-night class. "It's awfully

more courrse to ensure that only
rigorous classes are approved for
credit, said David Jerde, chair of
the university's Physics, Astronomy and Engineering Science
department.
Senior to Sophomore is a collaborative effort between SCSU
and area high schools that, according to SCSU President
Bruce Grube, is "a small subset
of an over-arching concern at
the national level."
Studies in the 1980s found a
nationwide lack of continuity between universities and the prekindergarten-through-grade-12
system, Grube said. During the
first half of this decade, groups
such as the American Association of Higher Education have
made collaboration among educational levels a priority. The Senior to Sophomore Program represents "one small program to
assist in increasing the connect on between the public schools
and the university," Grube said.
Senior to Sophomore may be
one small piece in the national
puzzie, but to high school students such as Steinhofer, Mjolhus and their classmates, it is a
big deal.
Grant Aaker, a Tech junior,
jumped at the chance to earn
college credits while in high
school because "it will help us
later on."
The program has been enlightening for high school and
university faculty and staffs, according to Tech Principal Ed
Johnson. SCSU faculty members, he said, "are finding out
that our instructors are pretty
darn good teachers" and Tech
staff members are being impressed by SCSU's programs
and Douma. "Her communication with our science teachers is
just super," Jqhnson said.
Apollo Principal Gayla Holmgren, an SCSU alum who
helped get Senior to Sophomore
off the ground in 1995-96 when
she was principal at Tech, said
the program meets the needs of

students who want to get started
with college credits but who are
not suited to post-secondary enrollment options such as attending classes at SCSU or linking
with the university via interactive television courses.
"Although Senior to Sophomore has started with 30 students here and 30 students
there, it "will blossom and
flourish as people see the advantages," Holmgren said.
The program carries other .
benefits, as well, Grube said.
Through senior to sophomore:
Students, and in many cases their parents, save a substantial amount of money in tuition
and fees. The Tech chemistry
students, for example, paid just
$ 75 for the class that will yield
four college credits. If they were
enrolled in a <;:omparable course
at SCSU as freshmen, they'd
pay approximately $250 in tuition and fees.
e Students can begin earning money as professionals earlier because they' re spending up
to one less year in college.
e High school students can
remain in the environment in
which they are comfortable and
are not forced to miss other
classes or school activities by
traveling to the university. "I
think it's advantageous to keep
them in our setting at the high
school," Holmgren said. "They
miss a lot if they' re leaving (the
high school) campus, yet you
want them to have that rigor
and challenge."
e SCSU and high school fac-

demanding on students,"
Bacharach said. "It was a huge
commitment for students to
make." ITEP participant Susan
Scheer agrees. The program's intensity !'can be very overwhelming," she said. "You're really immersed in your training." But
that immersion, she said, leads
to tremendous rewards.
The program's benefits, she

said, are "getting more than one
perspective" on general and special education and becoming
prepared to "better collaborate
with other teachers." And,
Scheer said, ITEP graduates are,..
prepared to be "change agents,"
to encourage a team approach to
inclusive education in the elementary schools where they get
jobs.
□.

_,,.
St. Cloud Technical High School students Nicole Steinhofer and Katie
Mjolhus conducted an exercise in developing a logical model as part of
their chemistry class. The girls took the class for college credit through
SCSU's Senior to Sophomore Program. (Photo by Jim Altobell)

ulty exchange ideas about the
best ways to educate students.
SCSU can have a positive impact on high school curriculum
as university and high school
st:affs work together to ensure
that the courses offered at the
high schools meet SCSU' s standards for credit. High school
faculty and staff wiU have "interesting and valid ideas that
can be passed on' to university
administrators and professors"
to imapct what goes on at
SCSU, Grube said.
· Jerde agrees that that cooperation between area high schools
and the university is a major
benefit of Senior to Sophomore.
eEventually, the program
likely will lead to increased enrollments, as high schoolers
who participated in the program choose SCSU. DeChambeua, for. instance, said her involvement in Senior to Sophomore has prompted her to more
seriously consider SCSU for her
post-secondary education.
"It may indeed be that this is
also a retruitment mechanism
for our programs," Jerde said.
He and Grube both caution
that it is too soon to predict
that impact. But Grube has
seen a similar program reap
those sorts of rewards. He introduced the concept at SCSU
after seeing the success of the
program at the University of
Southern Colorado, Pueblo,
where he was provost before
coming to SCSU in 1995.
"Seajor to Sophomore, I
hope, opens the doors to
greater understandings betweeµ.
the university and public education," Grube said.
e The Minnesota Legislature, and other university fund:
ing sources, see the program as
a sign of various institutions'
willingess to cooperate and as a
savings to Minnesota taxpayers.
In their eyes, Grube said, Senior to Sophomore is an "absolute, slam-dunk winner." □

-

'91 grad promoted at
Prudential
Class of 1991 graduate Todd
Larson has been promoted to
technical adviser at Prudential
in Plymouth , Minn. Larson
joined the company in I 993.
He earned a bachelor's degree
in elective studies from SCSU.
He and his wife, Tammy, have
two children, Cody, 4, and Ri· 1ey, 2.

SCSU grad named
to bank post
SCSU graduate
William C.
Rohe has been
named executive vice president and chief
executive officer of Security
State Bank of Lewiston, Minn .
He also is president and CEO of
the Security State Bank of
Wykoff. Before joining Security
State Bank in 1987, Rohe was a
loan office( and cashier for
Goodhue State Bank. Before
that, he was a field underwriter
for New York Life Insurance
Co. and as a manager for
Cargill Inc., and a teacher for
Braham public schools. Rohe,
who holds bachelor's dagrees
in mathematics and science,
lives in Wykoff with his wife,
Jackie.

Hard work helps senior
running. back reap rewards
by Jeanine Nistler

Hard work was
an integral part of
Randy Martin's
daily life when he
was growing up_on
his parents' 100acre dairy farm
near Chippewa
Falls, Wisconsin.

,.

He fed and milked the
Holsteins every morning; he cleaned the
barn; and at haying
time, he hoisted bales in
the hot sun.
"He always went ahead to
do it," said Randy's mom,
Mary. "You didn't have to tell
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him." And when he is at
home during a break from St
Cloud State University, "he'll
manage to find time" to help,
she said. "I never had him say,
'I can't.' "
Randy, a senior recreation
major, "playe·d every sport there
was all through high school"
Mary Martin said. "He would
come home and bale hay and
hurry up to go to baseball. He
always helped -around here."
But when Randy had free
time on the farm, he played
with gusto.
Randy and his three older
brothers especially liked to play
football, two on two. They ran
the ball. They threw the ball.
And of course, they enthusiastically tackled each other.
"It got pretty rough," Randy
remembers.
Those games in the yard,
Randy said, "taught me not to
back down."
And those mornings of milking and summer days of baling
instilled a work ethic that has
served him well as a standout ·
on the SCSU football team.
"The key to his success, in a
lot of ways, is his work ethic,"
said Huskies head coach Noel
. Martin. "I've never seen a
young man more determined
than Randy Martin."
In 34 years as a coach, Martin said, he has seen a definite
correlation between farm boys'
experiences at home and their
performa~ce on the field. "You
know they're up at 4 or 5 in the
morning. They' re out there doing chores before they go to
work or school . . . It's not an
easy life," Martin said. "I think
that obviously carried over to
Randy."
"I knew I had to do it,"
Randy said of those farm
chores. "There was no use complaining."
His "tremendous work ethic"
and desire to win set him apart,
Martin said. Huskies' offensive
coordinator Pete Shinnick
agreed. "He has left a legacy of
what hard work will do," Shinnick said.
Shinnick points to the Oct.
12 game against Mankato State
• University in which Randy
scored a record-breaking seven
touchdowns. "He willed us to
victory," Shinnick said.
If there's a single game of his
award-winning college football

Senior Randy Martin is known for his hard work on and off the playing
field. Photo by Jim Altobell

career that stands out in • ·
Randy's mind, it's that 48-42
win. But Randy doesn't say a lot
about such victories, or about
his many awards. In fact, he
doesn't say a lot. Period.
His coaches call him a quiet
leader, a player who leads by example rather than by locker
room pep talks or sidelines bellows.
"When something has to be
said, I'll say it," Randy said.
"But I don't talk too much."
"Randy is very quiet ... but
he just performs," Noel Martin
said. "Randy is a special person."
Randy has played a special
role for Jon Hinzman, center for
the Huskies basketball team,
when the two have run and lifted weights together. "He pushes
me hard," Hinzman said. "He
pushes himself and he'll push
other guys that he wants to
make better."
Hinzman, who grew up about
an hour's drive from Chippewa
Falls, had heard of Randy when

Randy was as all-state running
back and defensive back at
Chippewa Falls High School.
But the two didn't become acquainted until their college days.
Their relationship, Hinzman
said, has been based on working
out together, "helping each other out."
If there is a wild or irrespon·
sible side to Randy, Hinzman
hasn't seen it. What Hinzman
has seen is a role model.
•~It's every athlete's dream to
accomplish the sort of things he's
accomplished," Hinzman said.
And, according to Shinnick
and Martin, it's every coach's
dream to coach a person like
Randy.
"It's a pleasure to coach a
young man like him," Shinnkk
said. "He has been a tremendous young man to be around."
Mary Martin shares the sentiment, but she chooses simpler
words to describe her son, the
hard-working ·farm boy and football star: "He's a good kid."

every athlete's dream to accomplish
the sort of things he's accomplished,"
Hinzman said~ And, according to Shinnick
· and Martin, it's every coach's dream to
coach a person lilie Randy.
"It's
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Criminal justice
professor takes
his own advice
to 'be the best
at something'
by Jeanine Nistler

Find a. passion.
l;\e an expert.
These are the lessons professor F. Barry Schreiber weaves in
with tales of crime and punishment as he teaches SCSU criminal justice classes.
"It's fun to be the best at
something," Schreiber said.
"Everybody c·an be a world expert at something . . . You
don't have to be a MENSA
member to be an expert at
something." He encourages students to find a n iche, develop a
distinction and thereby enhance
their employability.
Schreiber has found passions of his own and has become an international expert in
one of them. As an authority on
crimes involving automated
teller machines, the SCSU professor has prepared reports for
the White House and the Office
of the Comptroller of the Currency, a branch of the U.S.
Treasury. He has addressed
many gatherings of bank and security professionals, including a
conference in Singapore and the
Bank Ad~inist.ration lnstitute's·
1996 Security and Fraud Prevention Conference in Florida,
both this past spring.
Schreiber began to amass
his ATM crime credentials after
he spoke in 1985 at a bank security conference in Texas, where
he realized that "ATMs were going to be a big element of the retail delivery mix" and wondered
how much crime was associated
with their use.
He examined FBI statistics
that indicated 45 ATM crimes
had occurred nationwide in
1985. "I didn't believe the
data," said Schreiber, who correctly assumed that ATM crime
was much more prevalent. The
higher incidence was not obvious, however, because law enforcement agencies around the
country had not yet subdivided
categories such as "robbery" to

specifically track crimes at automated teller machines.
Schreiber proposed to the
Bank Administration Institute
that he conduct a national survey to determine the full extent
of ATM crime, which encompasses fraud, attacks on customers and service teams, and
attacks on the machines themselves. The study indicated that
one crime occurs in every 3.5
million ATM transactions.
Schreiber believes that the rate
in 1996 is very similar, perhaps
one crime in every 2 million to
3 million transactions; but the
number of transactions has doubled from about 4.4 billion annually in the mid-l 980s to
aboi:.tt 9 billion today.
Shortly after completing his
study, Schreiber subscribed to a
national clipping service so he
could be informed about cases
of ATM crimes as well as related litigation and legislation. He
uses the material to track trends
and shares his research with
people who make decisions regarding security and consumer
education. He shares via reports
such as those he prepared this
summer for the OCC and the
White House. And he shares
via an ATM crime and security
newsletter that he publishes and
distributes to bank §ecurity departments, professional banking associations, vendors of security equipment, lawyers and a
range of others with ties to the
financial industry, law enforcement and the judiciary.
Schreiber said he aims to be
a provocateur, a change agent in
the area of ATM security. He
advocates -making ATMs less attractive to criminals by reducing
shrubbery and increasing lighting around the machines and
ensuring their placement near
highly traveled streets. He also
is a propooent of more and better safety education for customers. People should know, for
instance, that if they plan to use
an ATM after dark, they should
do so with a companion or in

SCSU grad wins
Blackmun scholarship

SCSU criminal justice faculty member Barry Schreiber

an attended location such as a
7-Eleven or Super America.
"The risk is dramatically reduced if you go where there's
another person or take another
person with you," Schreiber
said.
It would be unrealistic to expect ATMS to be "oases free of
crime" because machines that
vend cash are magnets for criminals, Schreiber said. But, he
said, it is incumbent on financial institutions to educate their
customers and make using the
machines as safe as possible
§
§
§
Barry Schreiber's professional passions are not limited to
crimes committed at automated
teller machines.
Schreiber is passionate about
teaching, about SCSU and, as a
diversion from work, about
trains.
When Schreiber joined the
SCSU faculty in 1979, the dean
outlined three areas of emphasis
for him: teaching, teaching and
teaching. "You're here to teach.
That's our mission," she told
him. Schreiber said he has been
pleased that the university has
continued to support those who
teach rather than placing a disproportionate emphasis on research and other professional
activities. "Th~ muscle," he said,
"has been there behind the
mouth."
His enthusiasm for teaching
carries over into his choice of
guest speakers - which have included Minnesota Attorney
General Skip Humphrey, for-

mer Mini:ieapolis Police Chief
Tony Bouza and Twin Cities
madam Rebecca Rand - and to
his exuberance about teaching
large-lecture classes in the Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium,
which was renovated and outfitted with updated sound, projection and lighting equipment in
1995.
Schreiber' s passion for teaching extends to a drive to spread
the word about the university's
excellence. "I'd like to put St.
Cloud State on the map for as
many reasons as we can," he
said.
Where do trains fit into all
of this?
About four or five years ago,
Schreiber decided he needed a
hobby because "all work and no
play makes Barry a dull boy."
The romance of the railroad enticed Schreibe'r. _This summer,
he bought a caboose, moved it
to his property and began using
it as a home office.
His particular fascination·
with trains centers on the elegant railroad dining of the
1920s through '40s, which he
said is "emblematic of the kind
of quality I enjoy and respect,"
the level of quality that he said
he hopes he delivers in the class0
room.

A St. Cloud State University
graduate is one of two recipients of the Harry A. Blackmun
Scholarship for the 1996-97
academic year.
Melissa A. Weldon, who
graduated summa cum laude
from SCSU, is in her third year
at the University of Minnesota
School of Law. She has excelled
academically and is the editorin-chief of the Law and Inequality Journal. Among her activities, Weldon works with the
Partners In Human Rights Education Project, a joint initiative
of the University of Minnesota
Human Rights Center and the
Minnesota Advocates For Human Rights, which educates elementary and secondary students about human rights. Weldon has a 5-year-old son and
hopes to eventually teach in the
area of children's rights.
She has been selected by Justice Paul Anderson of the Minnesota Supreme Court to serve
as his law clerk upon her graduation from law school.
Justice Blackmun 's former
law clerks established the
scholarship to mark the occasion of his retirement from the
Supreme Court in 1994. The
scholarship honors law students who have demonstrated
high academic achievement and
who show a promise of making
a significant contribution to society. The 1996-97 scholarships carry a cash award of
$6,000 ~ach.

"I'd like to put St. Cloud State on
the map for as many reasons as we
can . .. "
Barry Schreiber, professor, criminal justice
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FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS

•

'J.

ncluding St. Cloud
State University in your will
or trust distribution plan
can be done easily.
. Use the name "St. Cloud
State University Foundation
of St. Cloud, a corporation
of the state of Minnesota."
A specific amount, or designation of percentage or
residue of your estate, may
be given.
For more information
about bequests or creative
giving strategies, or to inform the Foundation of
arrangements you already
have made, contact Jan DeBerry Zniewski, director of
development, at (320) 2554970.

Scholarships provide ·opportunity to individual students
and to the university as it seeks
to attract and retain capable students. At St. Cloud State University, there are several kinds
of scholarships. Some are funded by gifts given each year to departments. Others are funded
by the Foundation from Forward Fund gifts.
Named scholarships are established by individuals or businesses to provide a significant
level of support on a reliable,
annual basis. Those that are ·
funded by gifts each year are
called annual scholarships. Endowed scholarships are established with gifts of $10,000 or
more. These gifts are invested
and from the return, scholarship awards are made each ye~r.
Endowments can be funded
by outright gifts of cash or securities. They can be funded by
planned gifts. These may be gifts
given over a specified period of
several years. Or they may be
funded by a gift that is planned
during life but which comes to
the university at the d~ath of the
donor. These include gifts of insurance, but most often are bequests made in the wills of individuals. These bequests may be
for a specific dollar amount or
for a percentage of the total or
residual estate.
All of these are very personal
gifts. Frequently, scholarship
agreements between the-university and the donor are written
in advance and held on file by
both the donor and the SCSU
Foundation. This process is a
very satisfying or\e, and the university has the opportunity to
extend thanks and appreciation
to these donors during their lifetimes.
§

§

§

Charles and Carol Vick, who retired from SCSU in 1996, have es-

I

Carol and Charles Vick

ist within KPMG Peat Marwick LLP.
TAMI JAMESON '94 and
TONI JAMESON '94 Marietta, Ga., ·participated in
the 1996 Olympic Games
in Atlanta, in the sport of
handball. The twins have
had national and international handball experience
since the early 1990s.

]l ~~s;

KELLIE JORDAN DIEHL
'95, Erie, Pa., joined the
athletic department at Heidelberg College, Ohio. She
is an instructor in health,
physical educatio~ and

recreation and is the head
volleyball coach.
ANGELO GENTILE '95,
St. Cloud, opened a communications consulting
practice in Central Minnesota and the Twin Cities.
He resigned from his position as director of public relations at St. Cloud State
University.
STEPHEN JANS '95, St.
Cloud, received a Client Development Award for providing exceptional service to
his clients of Prudential Preferred, St. Cloud.
JEN MANNAUSAU '95,
St. Paul, is the human resource manager at Health

§

tablished an endowed scholarship
for students age 25 and older who .
are pursuing degrees in speech
communication.
Charles Vick was a speech communication professor from 1971
until his retirement. Carol Vick
was an instructor at the Campus
Lab School from 1977-83, then assistant director of SCSU' s Center
for Continuing Studies from 1983
until 'her retirement.
The endowed scholarship is being funded by gifts made it:i more
than one tax year. In addition to
establishing the endowed fund, the
Vicks are funding the scholarship
with an annual gift so that it can
be a\1/arded ·in the spring of 1997.

§

§

§

Elizabeth Lehman Howard,
through a substantial bequest in
her will, has made provision to establish a scholarship for undergraduate women who are at least
25 years old and have a financial
need.
Scholarship recipients must
have been in the upper one-third
of their high
school graduating class or
have scored at
. least 24 on the
ACT. Transfer
students must
have a GPA of
Elizabeth Lehman at least 3 .0 in
Howard
their previous
college work.
The scholarship is for women
whose career goals involve helping
others through teaching, medicine
or similar fields. The scholarship
awards will be determined by the
Women's Center Scholarship
Committee.

+

CLASSNOTES

Continued from page 4

In 194 7, Howard earned a oneyear permit to teach in rural, oneroom schools from what was then
St. Cloud State Teachers College.
In 1949, she earned a two-year
diploma, which allowed her to
teach in town. Howard earned her
bachelor of science degree in 1954
and her master's degree in 1960,
all from St. Cloud State.

East in St. Paul.
JENIFER NIEUWENHUIS
'95, Wausau, Wis., is a first
semester master of science
candidate in waste management - soils at the UWSP
Graduate School in St.
Point, Wis.
JIM PELARSKE '95, Two
Harbors, is a field manager
for Clean Water Action Alliance in Duluth.
JOEL P. FUESRT '96,
Owatonna, is a programmer
for Federated Insurance in
Owatonna.
TONYA GAU '96, Cokato,
is in her first year at ISD
#466 in Cokato as a math
teacher _

KAINE KERKHOFF '96,
Pine Island, is the staffing
specialist in the human resources department at Mayo
·Medical Center in
Rochester.
KERRY OGILVIE '96, St.
Cloud, has taken a position
at Heritage Nature Center
as a naturalist.
JULIE A. TOMAZIN '96,
Plymouth, is working as a
public accountant in Minneapolis at Ernst & Young
LLP.

Mc'alrrrrnc'al~ce §
1981

KIM SHUNEMAN and Peter Werner on June 7,

§

§

Helen I. DelZoppo worked for
Northwestern Bell until her retirement in 1984. She is a member of
Telephone Pioneers of America.
§

§

A schola~ship _has been established
for students who are part of the
University Honors Program by
Deeann Griebel, a 1976 SCSU
graduate who now is a member of
the university's alumni board and
is senior vice president-investments for Prudential Securities in
Mesa, Arizona. Griebel studied
physical education, mathematics
education and business education,
and was part of the University
Honors Program, while at SCSU.
The scholarship will be awarded annually to University Honors
Program participants who·have financial need and/or have been actively involved in community outreach programs.
The scholarship is b~ing funded
by an outright gift.
§

Claude DelZoppo

The Claude F. and Helen I.
DelZoppo Memorial Scholarship, first established by family
and friends following Claude DelZoppo' s death in 1985, now is being fully funded by his wife, Helen
I. DelZoppo.
The scholarship, initially estab-.
lished with memorial gifts, will be
awarded to women who ar~ at least
25 years old who are working to
overcome significant personal obstacles to move toward completion
of undergraduate degrees.
Claude DelZoppo earned his
bachelor's and master's degrees
from SCSU and his doctoral degree at the University of Iowa. He
joined the SCSU sociology dep~rtment faculty in 1957 and attained
the rank of professor in 1970. He
was the department's chairperson
from 1970 to 1985 and was instrumental in developing a 72-credit
interdepartmental major in sociology. DelZoppo was chairperson of
the Faculty Senate in 1972-73. He
died Aug. 21, 1985 while traveling
in Rome, Italy.

§

§

§

Through a substantial bequest in
their will, Jack H. and Phyllis
Smith have established the Jack
H. Smith Graduate Student
Scholarship in Communication
Disorders.
The endowed fund's investment
earnings will be used to support
scholarships or assista~tships for
students who have been accepted
into the communication disorders
program and meet the depart-
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1996, living in Elgin, Neb.

19.88
KENNETH MOLITOR
and TAMI LOESCH '89
on Aug. 2, 1996, living in
St. Cloud.

1990
JEFFREY P. LEGARE and
Gina L Goertzen on Sept.
14, 1996, living in Minneapolis.
DEBORAH SAND and
Thomas Heile on July 13,
1996, living in Burnsville.
LINDA SCWEBACH and
Tim Stroth on June 21,
1996, living in Grand
Forks, ND.

1991

·1995

NANNETIEM.
BAUMHOFER and Owen
Riess on May 18, 1996, living in Eden Prairie.
SHERI MANDELL and
Marc Carlson on March 2,
1996, living in Woodbury.

DEBRA L. KRALL and
Chad J. Pietrowski on June
15, 1996, living in Little
Chute, Wis.
STEFANIE RAE NYS-.
TROM and Randy Portner
on June 1, 1996, living in
Lakeville.
STEPHEN SCHENDEL
and Lorri Reinke on Aug.
19, 1995, living in St.
Michael.
JESSICA MARIE TOWN
and David A. Gunderson
on June 7, 1996, living in
St. Cloud.

1992
JIM JORGENSON and
Bobbi Bulver on June 8,
1996, living in Rochester.

1994
KRIS BERAN and ANDY
ROESER '95 in January
1996, living in St. Paul.
CRAIG RENS and Jill Connor on July 6, 1996, living
in New London.

.

1996
DAWN A. O'REILLY and

ri'HHGMIHil
ment' s established criteria for receiving such a financial award.
Jack Smith graduated from
SCSU in 1952 with a bachelor's ...
degree in speech pathology. He
earned his master's from the University of Nebraska in 1957 and
did further graduate work at
Southern Illinois University. Phyllis Smith earned her bachelor's degree from Concordia College in
Moorhead in 1950, her master's
from Temple University in 1957
and her Ph.D. from Southern Illinois University in 1967. Her area
of specialization is the psychology
of reading. The Smiths taught at a
m.i'mber of universities before retiring from the faculty at Clarion
University in Clarion, Pennsylvania. They live in Tucson, Arizona,
but spend a portion of each summer at their home in Henning,
Minnesota.
The Smiths said they want to
give students, through their scholarship, the opportunity for the type
of full life they enjoyed as a result
of their educations.
"We have both considered
teaching as one of the most rewarding professions one can enter," Jack Smith said.
§

§

§

Leonhard P. Mickelsen has made
provision to establish the Leonhard P. Mickelsen Marketing
and General Business Scholarship. He plans to leave a percentage of his estate to fund the en_dowment.
Investment
earnings from
the endowed
fund will be
used to support scholarships for
SCSU junio"rs
or seniors who
Leonhard P.
have been acMickelsen
cepted into the
College _of Business' marketing
and general business department,
have a cumulative GPA of 3.2) or
higher in their majors and an overall GPA of 3.0. Scholarship recipients also must show evidence of
leadership potential, strong communications skills and high moral

qualities.
Mickelsen earned a bachelor's degree and master's degree in business education from SCSU in
1958 and 1964, respectively. He
earned his doctorate in business
education from the University of
North Dakota in 1970. Mickelsen
began his teaching career at the
high school in Foley, Minn. later,
he was awarded a teaching assistantship at SCSU.
He was a professor specializing
in business communications and
computer applications at Mankato
State University from 1964 to
1991.
§

§

§

Margaret L. Neary, who earhed
her elementary teaching certification in 1934 and her bachelor's
degree in 1943 from St. Cloud
State Teachers College, has established the Margaret L Neary Future Teachers Scholarship. The
scholarship is to be funded
through a significant bequest in
her will.
Investment earnings from the
fund will support scholarships for
first-year
SCSU Stu·
dents who intend to become teachers
for kindergarten through
·grade six. Re. cipieAts must
Margaret L.
possess perNeary
sonal characteristics that will help ~ake them
superior teachers. They also must
have superior academic ability as
demonstrated by being merit scholarship finalists, being in the top 10
percent of their high school graduating class, or achieving an ACT
score of24 or higher.
In addition to her education at
SCSU, Neary earned a special art
certifcate from the University of
Minnesota in 1945, did graduate
work at the University of Denver
and earned art certification there
in 1960. She taught in central
Minnesota elementary schools
from 1935 until she retired in
1976. For a time, she also was a
school principal. "I truly enjoyed

knowing and working with each
boy and girl who entered my many
classrooms," Neary said. A teaching career, she said, is very fulfilling.
Neary has been involved in a
number of community organizations, including Girl Scouts and
the St. Cloud Area Retired Educators' Association of Minnesota.
§

Kathryn K. Grewe Kelly has established an annual scholarship
fund in her name.
Kelly, who was raised in Gibbon, Minnesota, has strong
rural roots, _
and earned
her bachelor's
degree in elementary education from
SCSU in
Kathryn K.
1969. In
Grewe Kelly
1991, she
earned a master's degree in child
and family studies: parent and early childhood education. She has
been employed at SCSU since
1991. She taught in the child and
family studies department for four
years and carried out numerous
other responsibilities, including supervising student teachers and
teaching parenting classes.
In 1995, she was appointed
special assistant to the vice president for academic affairs and coordinator of the Division of General
Studies and Orientation 150 program. She is the higher education
representative on the Minnesota
Rural Education Association
board.
Kelly will make annual contributions to fund the scholarship,
which will be for juniors and seniors majoring in elementary education. Preference will be given to
those working toward a preschool
or kindergarten endorsement.
Scholarship candidates must have
a 2. 75 or higher grade point average, be from rural Minnesota and
have a financial need. They must
- not be receiving athletic grants or
scholarships.

+
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Todd D. Drayna on June
29, 1996 living in Albertville.

)E nrr1clliu~
1975
JOE OPATZ and wife
Pamela, St. Cloud, became
the proud parents of a
daughter born Sept. 16,
1996.

1978
JANET S. BRYAN, Sioux
Falls, SD, celebrated the
birth of her son Jamie on
March 18, 1996. Jamie was
welcomed home by his older sister Jillian age 3.

§

Standing in front of SCSU's "wall of fame" are 1996 Hall of Fame honorees, (left to right) Ed Johnson, Kris Carlton, Steve Johnson, Bob Hegman, Bault Busch, Bonnie Hendrickson, and George Torrey.

Hall of Fame awards
Each year St. Cloud State
University is proud to recognize
the athletic accomplishments of
its former athletes through the
Athletic Hall of Fame. The Hall
of Fame also provides a Distinguished Service Award to someone who has made outstanding
contributions to the athletic
program. The Hall of Fame •
Committee is seeking nominations for the Athletic Hall of
Fame.
A nomination is a great way
to recognize the accomplishments of a former classmate, a
friend, an employee or a mentor
in your field. Call the Alumni
and Foundation Center at (320)
255-4241 to receive a nomination form.

Correction
A photograph that was published in the fall 1996 Outlook
was incorrectly identified as that
of Gene Storms, who recently
had been appointed to the
SCSU Fou.n dation's Board of
Trustees. The Outlook staff regrets the error.

CLASSNOTES

1987

1988

1993

We remember ...

1955

1991

KARI BROSSARD FABIAN and her husband Bill,
Brooklyn Park, welcomed
home their daughter Jennifer Grace, born May 9.

MICHAEL J. HART and
CONNIE (WESTER)
HART '92, Mora, celebrated the ·birth of a son, Kallan
Michael.

SHANNON JACOBSON
and his wife Diana,
Wyoming, Minn, became
the proud parents ·of twin
daughters Eliana Elizabeth
and Madison Ann on Sept.
3, 1996.

Our sympathy is with the
families and friends of the
following whose deaths have
recently been reported to
the Alumni Association.
The date listed is the year of
graduation.

Mildred Nelson Sahlstrom
Helmen, ·Shoreview

Tina Lampi, Burnsville

1996.

1989

SANDY SEMLING TAPP
and JIM TAPP, Arden
Hills, were blessed with a
son Henry James on June
26, 1996.
MARILEE HARDYMAN
and her husband Timothy,
Rochester, were blessed
with the birth of their third
child, a baby girl boRl July
2, 1996.

CHAD LANNERS and
LISA BROWN LANNERS,
Plymouth·, announce the arrival of their first child Andrew James, born Nov. 21,
1995.

1992
SALLY A. (GARNER)
ATKINSON and John R.
Atkinson, St. Cloud, were
blessed with a son John
Charles on Oct. 2, 1996.

1995
KATHERINE SCHAEFER,
Park Rapids, announced the
birth of her daughter Isabella Katherine on July 26,
1996.

1929
Joy Probasco, Hillman

1943
Shirley Hajicek, Hutchinson

1949
Earl E. Beecher, St. Paul

1953
Margaret Guyer, Oxnard,
Calif.

1962

1993
Kylen Grabow, Jenkins

Timothy Trent Blade, Minneapolis

1969
Timothy Lundahl, St. Louis
Park

1.971
Robert Jensen, Sauk Rapids

1980
Mark S. Smith, Rice

1985
Correction: Laurie Koltes
Pease, Kiana, Ala.

•
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A chair can be more than something to sit on

"

t universities across the
United States, an
endowed chair of
an academic department symbolShawn Teal
izes strength, staExecutive Director
University Relations bility and high
standards. This
and
SCSU Foundation prespgious position universally is
considered to be synonymous with leadership and excellence. Outside the academic world, the word "chair" has a physical meaning, usually that of an object of
comfort and size on which to sit However, _an endowed chair hall nothing to do
with the properties of this object of furniture. It has everything to do with excellence.
A great faculty makes a great university. Those who are part of a great faculty
inspire and motivate students to learn.
They set high standards for scholarship
and push limits of today's knowledge
through research and discovery. Attracting and retaining great faculty members
is an important priority at St Cloud
State University. Because state support
comprises only 40 pen:ent of SCSU's
overall budget, tuition, fees and· gifts
must make up the difference. It is imper-

ative that St Cloud State continues to
expand its number of endowed chairs in
order to attain this goal.
Endowment for a fa~lty or department chair provides continued resources
which, in partnership with state resources', provide stability and strength
to its corresponding academic discipline.
Currently, St Cloud State has the highest academic accreditation of any state
university in Minnesota. The role of academic chairs as part of this university's
ability to attract and retain a high quality faculty is central to continuing that
level of excellence.

What is an endowed chair?
Funds created by endowment for a
chair help provide faculty salary support
as well as resources to foster an academic department's ability to promote schol·arship as well as outreach to the broader
community.
The value of an endowment is its creation of a lasting and increasing source
of funding for a university professor and
the department. The original gift from
the donor is invested for long-term
growth. A portion of the endowment's
earnings each year is used by the university to help, in combination with stare
support, to cover a faculty member's
salary and department development and
support. The balance is reinvested to

Attracting the best

maintain the purchasing power of the
Because individuals named to chairs
endowment. An endowed chair fund,
and
professorships within the university ·
with an average balance of $1 million,
must
be outstanding leaders in their acaprovides the department more than
demic
fields, competition for these posi$50,000 in support per year, in perpetutions
can
be intense. Such competition
ity. Endowed chairs for faculty positions
is
a
significant
benefit to St Cloud
provide sustained support and stability
State.
A
chair,
as
was said before, symto academic departments even in the
bolizes
strength
and
stability, which is
toughest of budget times. At the same
important
in
attracting
the best faculty.
time, the endowment for a chair can supNo
less
important
is
the
fact that enplement or free up resources in areas of
dowed
chairs
would
be
integral
to setneed which are essential to the continting
the
standard
of
excellence
and
opued mission of accessibility and quality
portunity which have been a cornerat St Cloud State. In the years ahead, it
stone of St Cloud State's academic prowill be important to maintain strong
grams. The development of endowed
academic programs and departments.
chairs is a critical element in maintainEndowed chairs can provide strength to
ing this mission. Both of these goals are
those programs while minimizing the
advanced with each chair that is estabthreat a budget crisis can bring. Because
lished. In looking at the impact in relaof this stabilizing force, a program is altion to our goal to be one of the ten best
lowed to continue to grow and flourish
state universities in the nation, the role
while increasingly meeting the needs of
of
the endowment is critical. Every dolstudents.
·
lar
in private support that is provided to
When you look at the many centers of
SCSU's
budget through endowment
academic excellence at St. Cloud State, it
frees
up
another dollar to help advance
becomes apparent why the stakes are so
another
important
goal. By supplementhigh. As the university grows and coning
one
need,
donor
dollars enhanc~
tinues to serve a larger body of students
other
areas
of
academic
exc.ellence that
from Minnesota and throughout the
·
are
an
important
elemen_
t in becoming a
world, creating a balance through private
premier university. Our ability to contingifts is essential in assuring that strong
ue to provide high quality academic proacademic programs continue to meet the
grams, while at the same time being af.
needs of students, industry and commufordable for tomorrow's students, will be
nity.
the result

Smothers Brothers help celebrate Founders Day 1996
M ore than 320 alumni,
fr iends, corporations and Foundation representatives who support St. Cloud State University
gathered Nov. 16 to celebrate
Founders Day 1996. This gala
annual event recognizes the
many benefactors (founders)
who support St. Cloud State's
mission.
The celebration honored· more
than 34 cumulative giving award
honorees who have contributed
$25,000 or more to SCS~. Also,
more than 56 new President's
Club, Talahi and Corporate
Sponsors were recognized. Mas-

ter of ceremonies for the evening
was KMSP-9 Twin Cities news
anchor and SCSU alumnus Jeff
Passolt. "It was fun being a part
of this celebration which recognized the thousands of founders
who s~pport St. Cloud State
University," Passolt said. "Their
contributions make an enormous
difference in advancing the university's mission."
The evening also featured the
timeless comedy of the Smothers Brothers performing in the
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium. The brothers treated the
crowd with their continuous sibling rivalry interspersed with
songs and comedy, as well as a

President Bruce Grube (left) and Mary Choate (right) did the honors presenting an award to Mabel and Don Cobom.

special appearance by the "Yo-yo
Man."
"It's exciting to see the difference gifts from individuals, corporations and foundations make
in sustaining quality at SCSU,"
stated Mary Choate, chair of the
SCSU Foundation Board. "At
the same time, they are able to
come and enjoy a show in one
of central Minnesota's finest auditoriums."
Founders Day is an annual
event that takes place on campus
the third Saturday of November
each year. Congratulations and
thank you to the Founders Cumulative Honorees for 1996, listed on page 15.

Jeff Passolt '81 was emcee at the
gala ·Founders' Day awards presentation Nov. 16.

Flanked by Tom ,\nd Dick Smothers are Karol and Dennis Ringsmuth
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IRA MOORE SOCIETY
Cumulatfoe giving of $25,000 - $49,000

Ira Moore was the first administrator,
serving from 1868 to 1875. He helped
turn the idea of a normal -school educat·
ing teachers into a reality.
Arthur Andersen & Co., SC
James and Linnea Anderson •
Anderson Trucking Service
Harold and Jeane~te Anderson
Rollie and Barbara Anderson
Bill's Beverage Co., Inc.
Bill and Marcia Frahm
John and Patricia Berling
Bernick's Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
Richard and Lila Bernick
Big Bear Stores, Inc.
Jerry and Connie Hammerel
Greg and Joann Johnson
Charles D. and Laurel D. Brainard
A. Wilbur and Borghild Brewer
Bursch Travel Agency, Inc.
Fred and Claudia Bursch
Cargill, Inc.
Center Ice Club
Champion International Corp.
Cray Research, Inc.
David Swenson Foundation
Robert Lange
DeZURIK, A Unit of General Signal
Domino's Pizza
Phillip and Lynn Lehman
Larry and Jeanette Dorn •
First Bank System, Inc.
Frigidaire Company Freezer Products
Kyle Chown
Gannett Foundation
James and Muriel Grunerud
Hazel B. Hansen
Dennis J. and Tammy Holland
JC Penney Company, Inc.
Melvin E. and Shirley F. Kazeck
James and Betty Kelly
Kopp Investment Advisors, Inc.
Lee Kopp
Larson Allen Weishair Co.
Gordon and Diane Viere
Rick and Lori Nilson
McGladrey and Pullen
Northern States Power Co.
Northrup King Co.
Max Land Frances H. Partch
Photo Art Science Foundation

Radisson Suite Hotel
James and Julie Graves
Dennis and Karol Ringsmuth
St. Cloud Hospital
John and Nancy Frobenius
Richard and Patricia Hart
· St. Cloud Meat and Provisions, Inc.
Jim Swenson
St Cloud Medical Group
Daryl and Kristine Mathews
St. Cloud Restaurant and Supply Co.
Jeff and B~verly Grandy
St. Paul Companies, Inc.
Stearns Manufacturing Co.
Dave and Lucile Cook
Stone Container Corp.
Roberta Strand
VFW Eastside
Walking Billbo~rds
Ron and Grayce Berg
- WCCO-TV
.
William B. and Joan Webb
Robert B. and Sophia Whiteside Scholarship Fund
·
Gene and Sheelah Windfeldt
Zapp National Bank
John and Arlene Leisen

ISABEL LAWRENCE SOCIETY
Cumulative giving of $50,000- $99,999

Isabel Lawrence established the reputation of the teacher preparation program and served as acting president,
1915 - 1916.
J.P. and Evelyn Bolduc
Crumpton Farrell
Fingerhut Corp.
Mike and Gail McCarty
Mike and Judy Murray
Agatha Fleming
Geheral Mills
Gilleland Chevrolet
Duane and Karen Gilleland
Gold 'N Plump
Mike and Karel Helgeson
Gerome and Kathryn Henkemeyer
Holiday Inn of St. Cloud
Dean and Gail Anderson
Dick and Loretta Anderson
KCLD/KNSI
Al and Jean Leighton
Cy and Bernie Kuefler

Klein Oldsmobile-Cadillac, Inc.
Betty and William Klein, Jr.
Miller Auto Center
Tom and Barb Miller
Ernestine Rice
Tom Ritsche
Rubald Beverage Company, Inc.
Delores and Quintin Rubald, Jr.
Skoglund Communications
St Cloud Orthopedic Associa~ion
State Farm Companies Foundation
WJON/WWJO Radio Stations
Andy and Carol HilgerDonald and Janet Donaldson Watkins

OLD MAIN SOCIETY
Cumulative giving of
$100,000 ~ $249,999
Old Main was first building constructed for the Third State Normal School.
Completed in 1874, Old Main was the
primary classroom building for 74 years.
Bankers Systems, Inc.
Bremer Financial Corp.
Coborn' s, Inc.
Dan and Mabel Coborn
Don and Barb Wetter
Eastman Kodak Company
First American Bank
Herberger's, Inc.
Barry and Sandy Ross
John and Debbie Brownson
May Bowle Benefit
Vernie Bangtson McDonald
3M Foundation
Randy and Mary Sue Potter

RIVERVIEW SOCIETY
Cumulative giving of
$250,000- $499,999

Riverview Hall was built in· 1913 to
house a new laboratory school under the
direction of Isabel Lawrence. Here, local
children received an excellent education
while normal school students learned to
be teachers.
Environmental Systems Research
Thomas M. And Susan Sweet Keller
Janet C. Ritsche
Viking Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Roseann Faber
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Successful alum credits SCSU' s
.nurturing environment
by Marsha Shoemaker

•
Kudos for alumni help
A special thanks to all of our
alumni and St. Cloud State University friends for your help in
making 1996 a successful year.
Alumni help in more ways than
we ·can ever imagine to make
alumni events, programs and
connections rewarding for other
alumni. This year, more alumni
than ever helped _fellow alumni
with career choices, recruited
students, organized events?
found missing classmates, contributed to the Foundation or
became actively involved with a
chapter. Thank you and happy
[!ew year.

Above average but not exceptional. That was student
Mark Trumper in the midI 970s. But when 1977 graduate Mark Trumper hit the
business world with his St.
Cloud State University degree in management and finance, he didn't just succeed
-he soared. After working
nine years in five cities for a
world-wide firm, Trumper
started his own business,
then took it from $600,000
in annual sales to $1 7 million.
Like so many of St. Cloud State's out•
standing alumni, Trumper came to campus without the financial means to immerse himself in studies and campus organizations. He had to work to help pay his
tuition. But also like so many, he discov~red opportunities to learn and to develop
skills and philosophies that have served
him well.
"It's a fact that my years at St. Cloud
State gave me a real sense of accomplishment," Trumper says. "My education there
gave me the right tools to learn how to be
successful. I'd looked at the U of M and
bigger schools, but when I got to St.
Cloud, something said 'this just feels right
to me. '"
Trumper who grew up as one of seven
children in a St. Paul family, talks without
bitterness about coming from the "school
of hard knocks." His father died when
Mark was 5, and the boy saw first-hand
the stress that lack of resources can put on
a family. "I started working at a dry clean·
ers at the age of 14," he says. "I had to
earn the money to go to the dentist."
When he arrived at St. Cloud State,

Trumper found a nurturing environment,
with instructors who became mentors and
who taught not only about academics, but
about the importance of hard work and
ethics in business. "I got to know all the
professors in the business school extremely well. I wasn't just a·number to them."
As a student, Trumper_earned a "solid
B" average. He served as president of a
student organization, the Society for the
Advancement of Management. "But I also
worked a lot," he says. Some of the memories make him smile. "I worked at Perkins.
·But I also had the best job on campusvacuuming the halls in the girls dormitory.
I'd walk around campus and the guys were
always asking how I knew all those girls."
Trumper, who now has attained more
wealth than he ever imagined he would,
wonders with his wife, Katie, how their
daughter, Alison, 13, and son Matthew,
11, will learn the sort of values that
'helped him s.ucceed. "We worry about
what's going to motivate them-what's going to drive them. I want them to learn
the balance that I learned was necessary to
make something of my life."
Part of that balance is recognizing that
fine line between working to live and living to work. Trumper admits he worked
long hours-sometimes 90-100 a weekwhen he started his business. He and a
partner each inve'sted $15,000 to take over
a small Seattle distributorship of business
forms. Now he is CEO of that firm, FMC
Resource Management Co., which has
been a wholly owned subsidiary of Merrill
Corp. .since March. FMC's employees,
now numbering close to 100, grew with
the company over the years, Trumper says.
"It's almost like having a second family.

Mark Trumper '77

That's one of the most rewarding parts of
the business."
Now Trumper says he doesn't work as
many hours-he's down to 50-60 a week~
and is taking more time with his family
and to do other things he's missed.
"There's more important things in life
than work," he says. "But I also know it
takes hard work-and the ability to see
when things are changing-to succeed."
He learned many of these lessons at St.
Cloud State. "It was more than the books
and the curriculum. Part of it was learning
around people who tend to be pretty hard
working and driven." After graduation, he
gained further understanding about the
entrepreneurial spirit and the pitfalls of
running a business by working for a large
company.
Trumper contends that opportunities
abound today for others who want to start
their own businesses. "There's room for
entrepreneurs with the right training and
the right perspective," he says. "I got many
of those tools at St. Cloud State. The
school gave me a great education and the
opportunity. to be successful. Better yet, it
was only 80 miles from home - cl'?se
enough to take my dirty laundry home on
weekends."

"There's room for entrepreneurs with the right
traini'!g and the right perspective. I got many of those
tools at St. Cloud State. The school gave me a great
education and the opportunity to be successfut"
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by David Brouillette
and Melissa Krueger
Do you miss being involved in
SCSU? Do you live in the Twin
Cities or Central Minnesota?
In 1995 the Twin Cities Alumni Chapter and the Central ·Minnesota Alumni Chapter were established as "a service to alumni".
The goal of each chapter is to
reach out to the nearly 40,000
SCSU alumni in the Twin Cities
and Central Minnesota and promote SCSU, its alumni, and students in each community.
Read on to learn more about
each chapter and how you can get
involved in a chapter!

Join us each month
Each chapter meets monthly to
plan events and activities and to
give alumni a chance to interact.
The meetings are open and
alumni and friends are welcome.
On the fourth Tuesday of each
month the Twin Cities Alumni
Chapter meets for their board
meeting at 6:00 p.m at Grandma's
Restaurant at seven-corners iµ
Minneapolis. At 7:00 p.m., Twin
Cities Alumni are invited t'o Alumni Tuesday Night Uve which gives ·
alumni an opportunity to meet old
and new alumni friends. This is
also a great networking opportunity! In Central Minnesota, the
chapter meets on the third Tuesday of each month at O'Hara1 s
Brew Pub and Restaurant for a
meeting at 4:30 p.m. and Tuesday
Night Uve at 5:00 p.m. Socials
will not be held in December and
June through August.

Fore! ••• or should we
say foursome?
The Twin Cities and Central
Minnesota Alumni Chapters invite you to attend the second annual Alumni Golf Outing scheduled
for May 19, 1997 at the Unks at
Northfork in Ram.sey. For only
$65.00, each player can purchase
green fees, a cart and dinner. And
there are plenty of prizes for everyone. This tournament promises to
be a great event with an opportunity to roundup your friends and
meet new ones. Interested in playing, sponsoring a hole, attending
the dinner or volunteering to help
with the tournament? Call David
Brouillette in the Twin Cities at
(612) 844-5576 or at home (612)
988-9092 or call Betsy Pierre in St.
Cloud at (320) 251 -2940. Spread
the news, and bring all of your
friends!

Alumni recruiters
Each chapter shares "success
stories" about SCSU and life after
college with high school juniors
and seniors, as well as transfer stu-dents from other schools. The
chapters partner with the SCSU

Central Minnesota
chapter events/activities

Office of Admissfons to staff college fairs, host open houses and attend high school visits. The chapter also supports and volunteers
for other SCSU alumni functions.
To participate in student recruitment activities, contact the following representatives: Twin Cities
alumni call Tracy Stead at (612)
298-3403, or Shawn O'Hanlon at
(612) 681-9978; Central Minnesota alumni call Tiffany Elj at (320)
654-2452, or Susan Engel at 2554242.

Join us for lunch
with the president!
Not Bill Clinton, either. Alumni in the Twin Cities and Central
Minnesota will have a unique opportunity to join other alumni for
lunch with the president of St.
Cloud State University, Dr. Bruce
Grube. Dr. Grube has set St.
Cloud State on an exciting new
course to be one of the top ten
public, four-year, comprehensive
universities in the country in ten
years. Since he took the helm of
St. Cloud State University a year
ago, Dr. Grube and university faculty and staff have made great
strides toward fullfilling this vision. Dr. Grube will tell us all
about these exciting new initiatives. The Twin Cities President's
Luncheon will be on Monday,
February 3, 1997 from 12 noon to
1:30 p.m. at the Minneapolis Athletic Club. The Central Minnesota
President's Luncheon will be held
Tuesday, March 25, 1997 from 12
noon ~o 1:30 p.m. at the St.
Cloud Radisson Hotel. To attend,
contact the alumni office at (320)
255-3177.

The Central Minnesota Chapter will hold a special Valentine's
Day reception before the SCSU
hockey game on February 14,
1997 at the Radisson Hotel. Alumni and friends wilr enjoy a variety
of wine and cheese in preparation
for the battle that night against the.
University of Wisconsin.
For more information, contact
Jo McMullen at (320) 255-3053 or
fyiike Bendickson at (320) 2594010.

Hello! May I speak
with...
The chapters assist in garnering
financial support for SCSU. Each
chapter is planning an alumni
phon-a-thon for this spring. If you
would like to participate in the
T w:in Cities phon-a-thon please
contact David Brouillette at (612)
844-5576. To join in the Central
Minnesota phon-a-thon please contact Melissa Krueger at (320) 2551116.

Get active in a chapter!
If you are interested in becoming an active SCSU alumnus or
would like to participate in one of
the upcoming chapter events, contact David Brouillette, Twin Cities
Alumni Chapter Chair at (612)
844-5576 or (612) ·521-7274 or
Melissa Krueger, Central Minnesota Alumni Chapter Chair at
(320) 255-1116.

Alumni Awards

Call for nominations
One of St. Cloud State University's most treasured traditions has
been to honor alumni and friends
of St. Cloud State for outstanding

Alumni, students and community members enjoyed a variety of new and
traditional events during Homecoming '96. SCSU students interacted
with grade school students at the first annual Husky Hoopla. Nearly 500
people attended the .event to enjoy games and activities and learn more
about SCSU student organizations. Homecoming '97 will be held Oct.
13-18, 1997.

professional and personal achievement. The National Alumni Association Board is seeking nominations from our alumni for the
1997 Alumni Association Awards.
Gold Award - presented to graduates of the last decade who have
shown achievement and creativity
early in their careers.
Alumni Service Award - presented to graduates and university
friends who are distinguished by
their contributions to the university
and to the community in general.
Distinguished Alumni Award presented to alumni who are distinguished through outstanding
achievement over the course of
their careers.
Educational Leadership Award presented to a teacher and an administrator who have shown outstanding leadership in the field of
education.
Contact the alumni office at
(320) 255-3177 for a nomination
form.

Twin Cities chapter
events and activities
The Twin Cities Chapter is
working to promote SCSU
through civic events. This year the
chapter will promote meals on
wheels, an MS 150 run, habitat
for humanity, and various other
events. All events take place in the
Twin Cities metro area. If you are
interested in joining us or have
ideas for community events please
contact Becky Hughes at (612)
946-3113.
In July of 1996, the Twin Cities
Alumni Chapter entertained alumni at the St. Paul Saints baseball
game. Over 75 alumni enjoyed a
pre-game party; a great time was
shared by everyone. We will hold
our second annual SCSU at the
St. Paul Saints Game in the summer of 1997. Umited tickets will
be available so watch for details.

Congratulations Alumni Award Recipients. The Alumni Association
recognized the outstanding accomplishments of seven alumni at the annual alumni aw~ds celebration dinner on October 25, 1996. Posing for a
picture after the event are: (standing from L to R) Rick Rassier '83 '89,
GOLD Award; Larry Meyer '71, Distinguished Alumni Award; George
Kuh '71, Educational Leadership Award; Denny Ringsmuth '61, Alumni
Service Award. Seated, from left to right are Dorothy Simpson -'77,
Alumni Ser~ice Award; Robert Ziegler '84, Educational Leadership
Award; and Margaret (Peg) Montagne '80, Distinguished Alumni
Award.

Mark your calendar for
Homecoming '97.
The homecoming alumni and
family weekend is planned for
October 3-4, 1997. Watch the
Spring issue of Outlook for
more information . Homecoming
is a great time to reunite with
old and new friends. Alumni
are encouraged to plan reunions at Homecoming '97.
Several alumni groups are already planning reunions including Alnwick program alumni, University Ambassadors/
Vanguard alumni, criminal justice alumni and accounting
alumni.
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r.u.U
,workday has a new routine.
~ day, just afier I've

emptied my in-basket.

arid jl:Jst bei>re I SCl1t
to make my daily dose
of phone calls, I pull
up to my computer
and .ch«k my e-mail. I

wade thrm.«gh an onstought of messages

SCSU Alumni Band
Are you ready to play in a few
sporting events? Here's a team
that doesn't require you to
wear spikes, knee pads or a
face mask.
The St. Cloud State University Alumni Band is organized
to give alumni with an ear for
music, and their own instrument, a chance to show their
pride for their alma mater. The
Alumni Band performs at four
to five athletic events a year
and occassionally at an alumni
event. You do.n't have to be a
music major, you just have to
be able to play an instrument.
Royce Nies, a 1971 graduate
with a degree in business education and office administration. and Kenton Frohrip, a retired music professor. are organizing this exciting opportunity. Kenton sees this as a way
for alumni to reconnect with
the university. "What you remember about SCSU athletics
is now bigger, better and more
fun than ever," Kenton says.
To join the Alumni Band
call Royce Nies at (320) 0564 7 66 or Jim Stigman, Director
of Alumni Relations at (320)
255-4242.

f r o m ~ ~ co.workers, faculty,
staff and SCSU alumni. Some~ are
~80ffle are \Ulffit and all• important.
When J!Q,'l done ptOCeSsing nry '&'QIIW tneSSage$ l ~"'Wow! Wciufa these same people, it)1lte ~ of e-mail. nave called me
or written•_.,. m tne today?"
Would Kevin Burkart '93, in the mpile
of his crazy day at KPMG PeatMaiwick. type a
letter.- do a spell check, set proper margins, put
letterhead in the printer tlay, seloct "print"
from the "file" menu and give the letter to a
support staff person, just to let me lcri.ow the
name of an alum he met yesterday? Or, would
he type die person's name in the context of a
pleasant two sentence paragraph and presi
"send,.? You make the £all. ·
We live in a wolld where the cost of postage

rises with each change of season, we spend
half of our time listening to voicemail messages

and we all woulJ have voted for Bob Dole had
he just promised to cut wt wofkk>ad by 15%
insread of taxes. E-mail ~ me the' ability 10
communicate with as many people as I like, in

•

•

i Legislative

using ~mail and the lntemet to con
OlK alumnL Not that we don't loolc

~ponseTeam
ALRT)

,our kifteu and phone calls, because
We Nst realiie the growing potential
and the intffl'lel:.

Alumni play a key role in
the support ofSCSU's leg-

iialve initiatives. As we enrer the legislative sesBy the time you read th1s

· •
ni ~~r webtue ~ be ,in
its irutincy. This~ p ~ infonnati
about the alumni associatkm di4 ~
tioo and gives }Ql tf,e pPpO~ JD
with othet~t share i n ~
yourself, contri~St

~-;

~ai\dll."gisterbanal
will be conmiuously revisi
website. Please gtve us your !lllC~ltiAIM
www.moud.~

sion, our am1ity 1D communicate with alumni
on tirm¾, legis1adve l$sUes is crucial. Alumni
lqpslative ~p:>meTeam (ALRTI members acdvdy ~ in the·~ proeess by
~ -1-sl• ns 'I;> )upp<>rt or oppose
~\\'luch . .St. CloudsTeaQ\ members can also share their insight on
~issues Qf _post questions to the entire
o:am. To join Al.RT, sena the i;,Uowfrtt messa&e Jo:

u~.

~.stdoud.msus.edu:SUBSCRIBE
ALUMNH.(yo.ar lrst-name) (,our last name)
To ~ a message to the list.serve, send a mes-

Career networking
the Office o
reer
seive k:lr alumni interested in career networkin~ The' llstserve ~ s alumni and stndents a
chance to s ~ brrt about QU'eer' opportuh:ffl'a, discus, \he job ma~ shiite tips on
job searches and interviews and to expand

ana

their personal and professional network. To
subscribe to this ~ set\Jtthe following
~tD~

subscri~ dUeemet ( ~ last
nanJC). To postil message to
a mtssagc to:

~

to:

alumni- ~.-loud.msus.edu
As we develop these and o t h e r ~
based communication channek. alumni in~ - . n d input will be the 1cey to our succe&$. ~ - may have yout phone number .
and address, we may not have your e-mail ad.;dress. Please e-mail me at jstigrnan@stcloud.
~ if you have ~y questions about
these~ alumni relations or if you just
Mnt to share some tnk>rmation about yourself
~~ alulllftU&. I'm~~~~

~nd to alumni n,quests;md comments.~
il ~ . . .happy e,mailing.

as much detail as I like, whenever I like,

56~

t~

Welcome new Alumni Board members
The National Alumni Association Board of Directors is pleased
to welcome ten new board members.

Bruce Adams is
administrative
manager of the
State Metrology
lab for the Minnesota Department of Public
Service in Roseville. Bruce is a
1972 graduate with a degree in
earth science and a 1987 MBA
graduate. He lives in Burnsville.
James Anderson, retired
SCSU faculty
member, taught
in the educational
admini stration
p,rogram. l:Ie
graduated in 1949 with a two-year
degree and in 1953 with a fouryear degree in teaching. He resides
in St. Cloud.
Bill Andruss is a partner/engineer with Sybase in Boulder, CO.
Bill is a 1986 graduate with a degree in computer science. He currently resides in Boulder.

Dave Brouillette
is the president of
the Twin Cities
Alumni Chapter
and financial associate for Equitable
Financial Services,
Inc. in Bloomington. Dave is a
1993 graduate with a degree in finance, investment and real estate.
He currently resides in Golden
Valley.
Robert Bowen is
a strategic consultant with Northern States Power
in Minneapolis.
He is a 1993
graduate of the
MBA program and currently lives
in Monticello.
Deeann Griebel
is first vice president of investments for Prudential Securities,
Inc. in Mesa, Arizona. Deann
graduated in 1976 with a degree in
physical education. She lives in
Mesa.

Gary Kelsey is
owner of Gaiy
Kelsey and Associates in St. Paul
specializing in
fundraising and
._____.._____, development.
Gaiy is a 1977 graduate with a degree in social work. Gaiy lives in
St. Paul.

Dave Kleis just
started his second
term as a Minnesota state senator for District
16. Dave is the
owner of the
Central Minnesota Driving Academy in St. Cloud and a 1989 graduate with a degree in histoiy. Dave
resides in St. Cloud, MN. ·
Melissa Krueger
is the communications associate
for Catholic
Charities of the
St. Cloud DioL_---"-.-_.a...:.J..__,J cese.' She is the
president of the Central Minnesota Alumni Chapter and is a 1992
graduate with a degree in speech
communication. She lives in St.
Cloud.

The following board members
were reappointed:
Tony Alfano is owner of Psychology Associates in Lima, Ohio, and
is a 1968 graduate with degrees in
sociology and psychology.

Bill Flanary is
owner of The Flanaiy Group in
Golden Valley,
Minnesota, and
is a 1971 graduate with a degree
in management and finance.
Lynne Osterman works in
the Lifeworks Development Office
for the Minnesota Department of
Children, Families and learning. Lynne is the
current president of the Alumni
Association Board of Directors.
She is a 1986 graduate with a degree in speech communication.

Mike Skillrud
works for KSTPAM in St. Paul
and is a 1982
graduate with a
degree in mass
communication.

Alumni/19
:Raso-Eklund presented Disney/
McDonald's American Teacher Award
Nancy Raso-Eklund, 197 5
SCSU graduate, was one of thirtysix teachers from across the coun- •
try selected as 1996 honorees for
The Walt Disney Company and
McDonald's Present the American
Teacher Awards.
Nancy Raso-Eklund is a physical
education and health teacher at
Washington Elementary and Roosevelt Elementary Schools in
Green River, Wyoming. Since children are familiar with play, movement becomes the medium from
which Raso-Eklund provides learning. Her lessons give students a
full range of physical, cognitive and
effective benefits that not only reinforce their fitness, academic and social needs, but teach the value of
self-discipline. Challenged to be .
sensitive to a host of situations,
Raso-Eklund inbues her class with

a philospohy that emphasizes student success at an individual's appropriate learning rate.
Her classes are inclusive of all
students and she has taken particular care to mainstream physically or
mentally-challenged students into
the regular program. Her ideas include a HeartSmart program which
helps children feel their body in action through heart monitors and
computers, and an individual physical education portfolio which each
student uses to chart progress.
Raso-Eklund's other accomplishments include being named physical education teacher of the year by
both the national ·and s'tate Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.
Raso-Eklund graduated from St.
Cloud State University with a degree in physical education.

Class of I 94 7 plans
summer reunion

SCSU alums Jeff Passolt, left, and Richard D1yan Anderson receive
husky logo sweaters from SCSU Foundation development staff member
Terri Shipshock to keep them warm after playing in a holiday celebrity
hockey game to benefit Toys for Tots in the Twin Cities. Passolt is a
1981 graduate and anchor for KMSP,TV Channel 9's 10 p.m. newscast
in the Twin Cities. Anderson, who attended SCSU during the 1969, 70
academic year, was the star of the long,running MacGyver TV series and
recently played the lead in the TV miniseries Pandora's Clock.

January

Twin Cities area alumni gather at Grandma's Restaurant in Minneapolis
(seven corners) in September for Alumni Tuesday Night Live.

L. Leslie Luymes
L Leslie Luymes passed away
on June 5, 1996 in Santa Ana
Heights, California after a lengthy
bout with lung cancer and four
strokes which left him wheelchair
bound since 1988.
In 1950, Les came to St. Cloud ·
Teach er' s College as head basketball coach and assistant football
coach. He became varsity football
coach in 1954 where he stopped
coaching basketball. His basketball
teams had an overall record of 60
wins and 35 loses finishing as conference runner-up three times. Les'
football teams won five consecutive
conference championships. ~en
Les finished his fifth season in the
fall of 1955, his teams had a consecutive conference winning string
of fifteen games. Several of the
records set by his teams and play- .
ers during this time period still
stand. In February, 1993, Les was
inducted into the St. Cloud State
University Athletic Hall of Fame.
Les was known to the end for
his sense of humor, his interest' in
sports, his love for ·his family, and
his grace and lack of complaint
even in the most difficult situation
of conditions. He demonstrated a

creed that he had commended to
others: to win without boasting, to
lose without whining, and to fight
back after taking a hit on the chin.
Mail may be directed to 1516
Cornwall lane, Newport Beach,
CA 92660.

Old-fashioned romance
written by alumna
Sally Anne Dare '62 has made
a notable contribution to local and
regional history in her recent book
"Anna, Letters from the Attic."
The book is based on letters which
Sally found in the attic of the Dare
family home in Elk River, Minnesota that were written by Anna
Delia Fournier of Otsego to Albee
Dare of Elk River.
The book tells the story of life
in the Elk River-Otsego area before
there was a bridge connecting the
two communities. It tells of the
old-fashioned and touching romance between the young woman
of Acadian French-Canadian
Catholic antecedents and the
young man descended from
Protestant pilgrims. There are several strands of mighty stories in
the background of this tale of a
gentle romance.
Sally Dare graduated from St.
Cloud State University with a degree in sociology. Inquiries about

18 Alumni Association Board
meeting, St. Cloud
21 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
5 p.m., O'Hara's Brew Pub
and Restaurant, St. Cloud
24,25 Husky Happening, SCSU
vs. Notre Dame at Notre
Dame (hockey)
25 Husky Happening, SCSU vs.
Mankato State University at
Mankato (men's and
women's basketball)
28 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
7 p.m., Grandma's Saloon
and Restaurant, Minneapolis

18 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
5 p.m., O'Hara's Brew Pub
and Restaurant, St. Cloud
Tuesday Night Live,
, 25 7Alumni
p.m., Grandma's Saloon
and Restaurant, Minneapolis
25 President's Luncheon, Rad is' son Hotel, St. Cloud
26 Alumni Career Showcase, St
Cloud State University

April
5 Alumni Association Board
. retreat, Twin Cities

TBA Husky Happening,
Rochester

February
3 President's Luncheon, Minneapolis Athletic Club, Minneapolis
7,16 Husky Happening, Arizona
(Phoenix and Tuscon)
10,17 Husky Happening, Rorida
14 Wine and Cheese
Social/Hockey Game, SCSU
vs. University of Wisconsin,
St. Cloud
18 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
5 p.m., O'Hara's Brew Pub
and Restaurant, 7 p.m. St.
Cloud Radisson
21 Husky Happening, SCSU vs.
U of M-Duluth at Duluth
(hockey)
25 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
7 p.m., Grandma's Saloon
and Restaurant, Minneapolis
28 Winter commencement

24 College of Business alumni
social, Minneapolis Athletic
Club, Minneapolis, 4:30 p.m.
15 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
5 p.m., O'Hara's Brew Pub
and Restaurant, St. Cloud
22 Alumni Tuesday Night Live,
7 p.m., Grandma's Saloon
and Restaurant, Minneapolis

May
19 Annual Alumni Golf Outing,
Links at Northfork, Ramsey,
Minnesota
23 Spring commencement
\

July
TBA Alumni Association Board
meeting, Twin Cities

TBA Alumni Association summer social

March

October

TBA Legislative ·briefing and

17 Alumni Association Board

reception, St. Paul
1 Husky Happening, Washington, D.C.
4, 16 Husky Happening, California (Bay area and LA. area)

meeting, St. Cloud

17 Silent auction and celebration
dinner, St. Cloud
18 Homecoming '97 ... A New
Tradition.

This summer the Class of 1946
is invited to revisit the traditions of St. Cloud State Teachers' College and rediscover St.
Cloud State University as we
celebrate the 50th and Before
Class Reunion.
Reunion activities are
planned for Thursday and Friday, July I 0-1 I, in St. Cloud.
The event will coincide with the
St. Cloud Wheels, Wings and
Water Festival. On Thursday,
our golden alumni will enjoy
the Lemonade Art Fair and an
evening concert. The art fair
features hand-crafted art pieces
from all over the United States.
Special seating is reserved for
reunion participants at the
evenirJg concert. The SO-Year
Club will enjoy a Thursday picnic and a Saturday luncheon
with plenty of opportunities to
reminisce with former classmates.
A special invitation will go
to all 194 7 and before graduates early in I 997.

Lost-and-Found
We're looking for something much
more valuable than you might find in
your ordinary lost and found box-can
you help us find our lost alumni?
Keeping track of our alumni is not as
simple as it may seem. We are always updating our address records. Some of our
·alumni, faculty and staff are also looking
for lost alumni. We've lost contact.with
some people since graduation. Other
alumni have moved and not sen~ us a forwarding address, ·married and changed
their names or others may have died.
If you know where any of these people
are, or if they are deceased, drop a note
with either their current address or the
date of their death to: Paula Chandler,
SCSU Alumni and Foundation Center,
720 Fourth Ave. S., St. Cloud, MN
56301; or call Paula ~t (320)202-0913.
Alumni can also let us know if they are
looking for a particular lost alumnus and
we will post that persons name on this
list. People ·are listed by their last name,
year graduated and hometown if known.
David J. peweerdt '71
.
Lori Ann Jaraczeski '81, St. Paul,
MN
Shawn Paul Kelly Christinson '90,
St. Cloud, MN
Marc Christian Bergman '95,
Mobridge, SD
Jeffrey Stuart Bergman '95,
Mobridge, SD

Michael Scott Grinnell '92, St.
Cloud, MN
- Sudhaker Rajender '73, Fridley, MN
Linda L. Russ Winkelman '7 5
·
Clayton Arthur Trapp '60
Jennifer Lynn Jarvis Synoground
'94, Austin, MN
Keith Roger Bell '7 7
Stacey Ann Fossen '90, Maple
Grove, MN

Office of Alumni and Foundation
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Avenue South
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

Mieko Yuko Fruge Pederson '7 6 ·
Paula Ann Watts '92, Elk River, MN
Jane Hendrickson Berglund '7 4
Wei-Chun Chiang '89, St. Cloud,.
MN
Julie Ann Sch'.eck '85, New Brighton,
MN
.
Patricia Marie Rolfzen '89, Sartell,
MN
June Lorraine No~by '77
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